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' 
ENTER News CONTEST 
To se1ect best editorial on 
the subject, "Will Neutral-
ity Keep Us Out of War?" 
Wi.nners May' Receive National 
Prize Award. ~eacbers <to liege 1Rewa 
HOW DID LEAP YEAR 
Become a feature day on the 
calendar?\ Read story on page 
four telling history of this 
novel event and how it is ob-
served. 
Columbia Medalist • 
"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID" !CPA First Place 1931-32-33-34-35 Witmer, 1935 
VOL. XXI. CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS, TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1936 NO. 19 
I 
Sydney Thompson Booked as 
Entertainment Course Number Deadline for Contest Is Advanced 
Full Schedule 
Is Faced by EI 
Debate T ea111 ----------------------~ Question to Be Answered in Editorial Is, "Will Neutrality Keep Us Out of War?" To Appear in March Program of Dramatic Interpreta-
tions Featured by Entertainer; 
Performance Is .Slated for Mon- 1 
day, March 6. I 
Program Announced I 
Is it wise for this nation to ignore the gathering war clouds 
in Europe? How closely are American affairs coupled to those 
of Euro,p e? Will Europe acce1lt our avowals of neutrality in 
good faith? Those and other questions are for you to ans.wer 
in the editorial writing contest sponsored by the News in col-
\
State Normal Squad to Visit H ere 
Tonight; Southern State Teach-
ers College W ill Oppose E I Fri-
day Night. 
H. DeF. Widger, chairman of the laboration with the magazine Nation and the Fo·reign PoUcy 
' Entertainment Course commi.ttee, an- l association. 
I nounc·es that Sydney Thompson will ; 
State Meet Nears 
appear at E'astern on Monday, March You are to answer the que,stion, "Will Neutrality K·eep Us Eastern's debate teams have a full 
16, in a program of costume perform- 1 Out of War?" The be·st minds of the country are attempting schedule for the next three weeks. On 
ances. Her program will be presented 1 to a.nswer the question. The best minds want to know what this week's program there are three de-
in the auditorium at 8 p. m. RecreaJtion I the American people think of their eff.orts. ·bates, two of which will .be held at 
tickets will admit; single admissions I Your editorial will be the answer. Eastern. Tonight (Tuesday) the state 
are to be 40 cents. ·Normal teams will be the guests of 
Miss Thompson offers a unique pro- \ News heads have decided to prol ong t he deadline for en- ,Eastern at 7:30 in the college auditor-
tries until Friday, March 13, instead of March 11. ' ium. The entire squad will take part gram in a field almost unique i.tself. l \ 
She interpr·ets dramatically, in the set- I Your e.ditoria.l must not be more than 1,000 words in in the debates .tonight. 
ting and costume of the situation rep- length. It may attack the question from any angle. It must I Friday night Eastern will again be 
resented, some of the dramatic situa- be turned into News officials or placed in the News box not the host, this time to the Southern 
tions ·Contained either in plays or his- later than the date announced above. .state Teaahers college teams. The 
t men's negative and women's affirma-
ory. As stated last week, a committee of Eastern faculty mem- t· 
Her program includes: "Scenes from bers will judge entries. IVe .teams will debate at 7:30 and 8:30, SYDNEY THOMPSON 
Balzac," done in costume of the period,· respectively. The News is ho.ping that not fewer than 50 entrants will 
Gl Cl b t St t "Stories from Guy De Maupassant"; The last home debate will be held ee U 0 Qr "Medieval Tales and Old BaUads," and compete. We can see little r.eason why there shouldn 't be more. March 12, when both men's teams will 
'T' 118 h JS an especially attractive number, "Orig- debate with the Universi.ty of Illinois 
l OUr On J.YlQrC inal Plays." This last offering is be- squad. 
ing done at the speoial request of Mr. Educators Swarm to St. Louis,· Many Debating at Eastern will end af.ter 
Beginning on Sunday, March 15, the 
Women's Glee club will open its four 
and one-half days tour of Tilinois cities 
with a concert in Mattoon at 4 p. m. 
Widger. The plays are written by her the state tournament, which is .to be 
and she pontrays them in monologue Groups Confer on Guidance Problem s held at State Normal in Normal, Til., 
form. Reviewers have lauded them and on Friday and Saturday, March 13 and 
recommehd them particularly for .col- 14. E.ach team will take pant in four Joining the swarm of educators ed Saturday. Donald R. Alter, L. F. deb·ates. lege audiences. Some of the towns to be visited on converging on st. Louis for a number Ashley, Paul W. Sloan, and Harry L. The questions will be the same in all 
this tour are: Pana, Shelbyville, Alta- Miss Thompson has presented many of conferences and conventions, several Metter left Saturday for meetings re- debates. The women's teams debate 
t B th R H.ll boro request programs for important events 1 t' g t th · f' ld d ·11 b b k mon ' e any, amsey, 1 s , f t t f l:t 'th am o err le s an Wl e ac the question of League sa-ncti'ons, and 
Vandalia, Sullivan and Nokomis. and important people. She has appear- members o he -Ea:s ern acu , Y el er early this week. the men that of J'udl'cl'al revl'ew. d t ll t th t' have returned from or are now in the Twenty - eight girls will make the trip. e a . ma~w co eges, a e execu ~ve Miss McKay attended the conference Eastern's debate squad, coached by 
They W1.11 appear before hl'gh school ! Hmanswn m Albany, N. Y., the White Missouri metropolis. 0 g .d d th t' f J 
. . ouse many women's clubs and dra- President R G Bu~zard Dean F. A. n ·m ance an e mee mg or · Glenn Ross, is composed of .the 
and . churlch f grotuheps, fsmgmg dsecbultahr I ma.tic, institutes. Re-engage~ents have I Beu, Walter W .. Cook, J~y B. Mac- deans during her three-day trip. Dor- following people: 
music on Y or . ormer an o followed after many of these perform- Gregor and Miss Nathile McKay were othy Armes accompanied ' the Dean of Women's teams: affirmative, Flor-
secular and sacred for the latter. The I ances. return- Wo~en.. ence Duncan and Juanita Brown; neg-
program in ei.ther case will be about I there last weelc Miss McKay I H ghUo-J:t f th 'd t' t· G 
1 She tells the stories of these plays 1 " 1 0 e gm ance mee mg a lve, race Kortum and Evelyn May-
one hour and 15 minutes in length. at the Coronado hotel was the joint er. 
Lloyd F. Sunderman, head of the appearing on her program. Some are S o Cl b V t luncheon session of the National As- Men's teams: affirmative-Glen Sun-light and humorous, others serious and ·Clence U 0 es 
music department, will direct the glee T Elo o Sh sociation of Deans of Women and the derman, James Rice, Frank Day, Dean 
club and sing selections on each pro- dramatic. 0 Iminate OW Southern Educational Alliance, held Gray; negative-Marion Mathas, Roy 
gram. Dorothy Bruce will be accom- Reviewers have prajsed her work on Thursday at 12:45. "The Rural Gruenwald, Charles Poston, and Rich-
panist and piano soloist. highly. Said one: After a short discusston, the Girl and College" was the topic. ard Bromley. 
Transportation on the road tour will "She makes adroit use of a fresh Science club Wednesday night decided Anc.ther excellent session developed . All of EI's dual debates to date have 
be by one of the 33-passenger buses and attractive kind of dramatic rna- to postpone this year's science ex- on Friday at a luncheon with the topic I been o~ the no-decision variety.. Only 
operated by the Blue Bird Transpor- I terial." hib:t and show. The postponement for discussion, "Building for Tomorrow ~hose m the state tourney Wlll be 
t rution company of Chicago. Bookings Rejoined a Los Angeles newspaper: came as a result of a general re- in St3.te Guidance Service." Vierling Judged. 
for all but one of the towns have al- "One of the most colorful interpreters luctance, as expressed by Harris E. Kersey, president of the national coun- ---IEISTC---
ready been cared for. on the American stage." Phipps, to engage in such a show cil of state superintendents and com-
This is the first time in history of EJsTc more often than once every two years. missicners of education, was the chief 
U. of I. Instructor 
the college that such a tour has been I HISTORY 40 OFFERED Although the announcement was a speaker. He suggested 1that a guidance 
arranged. More complete details will DURING SPRING TERM disappointment to some, it is felt by council be set up in each state. He 
be published at a later date. I club officials that a more successful emphasized that not all positions The Zoology Seminar is planning a 
To Lecture Tonight 
---Et sTc Juniors who are majoring in social exhibit will result next year. should go to the Ph. D. educator. He special program for tonight at 7 o'clock. 
Epsilon Pi Tau Will sciences should notice that history After the dscussion, four talks were stated that a student need not be The Seminar plans to have Dr. Brown 
40 is being offered in the Spring presented by members of the physi'cs "queer" to warrant guidance ... that from the University of Illinois who will 
Visit Indiana State term at 8:55-9:45 under Ralph W. department. Ralph Mcintosh cleared nearly all students could be assisted by discuss his work in connection with 
Cordier, advises Dean F. A. Beu. up some of the mysteries of polarized guidance. Some aspects of the youth the perception of color lby fish. An in-
Members of Iota chapter, local Epsi-
lon Pi Tau fraternity, will be guests 
of Mu chapter, Indiana State Teach-
ers college, at Terre Haute Saturday. 
The local delegation plans Ito arrive 
in Terre Haute Saturday afternoon. 
They will be conduc~d on a tour of 
the campus. At 6 o'clock they will be 
entertained at a banquet. Following 
the banquet a discussion will be held 
on research work that has been car-
ried on by members of Mu chapter. 
Those planning to ruttend are: 
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Ashley, Mr. and 
Mrs. R. H. Landis, Mr. and Mrs. W. 
P. Hughes, Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Jackson, 
Tilman Lockard, Oltho Quick, Vincent 
Kelly, Ross Cox, Lowell Monical, and 
Ellsworth Russell. 
Iota chapter will entertain Mu chap· 
ter at a return meeting here April 24. 
This meeting was originally scheduled 
for April 18, but due to the Illinois Vo-
cation convention in Chicago on thrut 
day which several members of the lo-
cal department plan to attend, the 
date was advanced one week. 
---EISTC-----
All students who do not have a ! light and Cecil Elam demonstrated movement were also discussed. teresting correlation has been brought 
subJ'ect that is one of a sequence I some of the many applications of the 0 f th t t d' · 1 f t out between the color of fish and the ne o e ou s an mg soc1a e es t . . . . 
should attempt to take history 40 · gyroscope. Basil Osborn told of the was given Friday afternoon. A Wash-' byp~ of artlflClal flies con:monly used 
this !Spring so 'that practice teach- nature of ll1.Juries resulting from ington tea was given by Washington Y lshermen. Dr. Brown lS a younger 
ing may be taken in the Fall, Winter, electric shock. Dane Bouslog told of · e ·t t 4·30 member of the Zoology staff •at the 
uruv rsl Y a · p. m. University. He did his Ph. D at Har-
and Spring terms, instead of only in the many attempts to regain the lost About 400 educators in guidance, 
1 
vard. · 
the Winter and Spring quarters. art of hardening copper. either as deans or as other types of j ElsTc---
administratms attended these various I D dlo f s· 0 
L • h ' 1 J' rp~ A p d • £ • d meetings. ea IDe or 1gn1ng rg tnin ' yy. X ro uctron, nJoye This guidance meeting, which open- Up With Bureau Nea rs 
1\T bl S S L •d • TIT ed Wednesday and closed Sunday, was 
J. YOta e access; cenes Ql rn yy est sponsored by eleven different associa- All students registering with the 
By Staff Reporter 
When the Works Progress Admin-
istration stage unit presents "Light~ 
nin' " here Monday and Tuesday, 
March 9 and 10, it will be enacting 
one of the outstanding dramatic h:ts 
of recent years. Winchell Smith, who 
wrote the play in collaboration with 
Frank Bacon is rated as one of the 
nation's outstanding dramatists. 
Among his other successes are "Turn 
to the Right," "The Boomerang," and 
-----------------------• tions. Placement Bureau must complete 
ASSOCIATION RANK,S 
EASTERN 'CLASS A' 
President R. G. Buzzard was 
notified Saturday at St. Louis 
that Eastern State Teachers 
CoEege has been fully accred-
ited by the American Associa-
ton of Teachers Colleges. This 
report was released at the an-
nual meeting of the group in St. 
Louis. 
Mr. Buzzard and others of the ad- 1 registration this week not later than 
ministration a.ttended sessions of the 1 Feb. 29 or pay the one dollar fee 
guidance meeting and also the con- I charged delinquent registrants, states 
vention of the American Association I Walter W. Cook, head of the bureau. 
of Teachers Colleges which convened I All students who are certificalting, of 
Sunday. Other instructors are in St. course, are required to register wth 
Louis for the meeting of the Depart- the Placement Bureau. Mr. Cook 
ment of Supe1intendents of the Na- says that p:acement forms completely 
tional Education association. filled out, must be in the Training 
A number of faculty members will be school office by Saurday. 
in Chicago this week-end for the meet- e:tsTc---
ing of the Progressive Education asso- FIDELIS T O LAy PLA NS 
ciation. FOR F ORMAL IN APRIL 
---EISTC---
I 
"Brewster's Millions,'' 
w ARBLER EDITOR CALLS The play does not offer a new 
FOR ASSIGNED MATERIAL I theme. 
The report stated that Eastern 
had been deficient in faculty 
training, particularly in the 
past few years. But the staff 
has since been brought up to 
accredited tra.ining standards 
and Eastern was ranked in class 
A in every way. Last year the 
co·lege was accredited, but with 
certain qualifications as to 
faculty training. 
CL.UB PREXY CALLS FOR President Otho Quick announces that 
TRY-OUT MANUSCRIPTS Fidelis will meet in the main building 
tonight to transact important bus-
-- The author, in setting his scene for 
Editor Stanley Elam has ,this an· the introduction, staged a prologue in 
nouncement in regard to the 1936 a lumberman's camp in Nevada, with 
Warbler: "The first deadline for re- a juvenile lumberman battling 
written copy falls today. The second against the agent of a great raUroad. 
is set for Tuesday, March 3. The last Into this scene comes '·Ltghtnin'" Bill 
of the pictures wUl be sent to the en- Jones, a shift'ess ne'er-do-well who is 
graver Thursday. There is still a place 
for good snapshots!" <Continued on Page 3) 
• 
Wilma Birdzell of the Writers' club iness. Plans for the annual formal, 
anounces that manuscripts will be ac- to be held early in April, will be 
cepted for try-outs from February 25 formulated. Wayne Neal has been 
to March 27. The date has been set ' appointed general chairman for the 
for this time in order that people who event. He will select assisting com-
wish to try-out may have the term-end mitteemen, especially from the ranks 
in which .to prepare manuscripts. Rules of Winter term pledges. 
will be found on the Writer's club bul- l P ledge duties for this week will also 
letin, or in th.e next issue of ·the News. be assigned at tonight's meeting . 
Page Two 
Local Scout Troop 
Takes First Tests 
Verne Barnes, Scoutmaster, In-
structs Training School Boys ; 
EI Students Assist. 
Scoutmaster Verne H. Barnes in-
formed a News reporter last week 
that the boy scout troop sponsored 
by the Training school will have 
passed the Tenderfoot requirements 
and will have become a registered 
troop in March. The boys have pass-
ed their first test consisting of tak-
ing the oath and passing a test on 
the Scout Law, the significance of 
the badge, the signifcance of the uni-
form, and when and how to wear the 
uniform. This week's test will be on 
the history of the flag. 
The troop has a membership of 
about 40 boys. If it continues to in-
crease in membership, it is planned to j 
get another scoutmaster and divide 
the troop in two units. At the present 
time, this is the only active troop in 
Charleston. 
The college students, John Dempster 
and Charles Fiscus, are taking active 
parts as assistant scoutmasters. Two 
others, Walter Cain and William 
Owens, have volunteered their serv-
ices. Any college student interested in 
training for boy scout leadership 
should see ·walter W. Cook at the 
Training school. Scout meetings ar~ 
held every Monday at 7 p. m. in ·the 
college band building. 
--EISTC---
Paris, Newton Debate 
At College Wednesday 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
A Letter Home Elmer Solved 'Riddle Me This' Puzzle 
Right Off; Eyes 'Big Bugs' Banquet 
Pauline Smith, former secretary-
treasurer of the freshman class and 
drum major, writes to the editor 
from California where she is a stu-
dent at the 1Los Angeles Junior col-
lege, Los Angeles. Her letter fol-
lows: 
Dear Elmiree, 
I ain't told you about the Leap Year 'Will He Be Invited? 
dance their gonna have I. The girls 
are gonna throw the whole thing from 
goin and girttin em to touring them 
around on the floor. It might be a 
"I thought it might be of interest good thing to show some of them gals 
to some of my friends and former some responsibility but I doubt if they 
classmates of Eastern to know that wm know what's goin on. I'm seen 
I am now an Alpha at Los Angeles some of them gals looking at me sorta 
Junior College. J. c. has been rep- grinning wistful like, like they want-
resented quite frequently in the 'C.ol- ed to ask me to go but theyer so 
legiate Digest' which we also get bashful they just back off if I give 
with our school paper, weekly. It them any encouraging. 
would he of special interest ·to the Take me for instance. I never stand 
older faculty members, I believe. to back cause my motto is there ain't no 
know t!lat my adviser in registering harm in asking. They were even afraid 
'in an Elementary Teaching Course to ask me to the Women's Glee club 
proved to be a former member o:i:' formal affair. I guess they just ain't 
Eastern's faculty in 1925, Dr. Orvil got the spunk that you got, Elmiree. I 
F. Myers now teaching Philosophy don't know but what I'll except if the 
at J: C. As soon as we discovered right girl will interprize to ask me. 
we were 1both formerly from Eastern Since she would have to buy me some 
we had a very delightful chat con- eatin', I would have a good chance to 
cerning the many faculty members get fed up for a week and I might get 
as Mr. Taylor, Mr. Allen, Miss Rag- paid up for the peppermints and gum 
an and many others whom he re- drops the girls beg off of me. 
membered. Of course, I told with I welll(; to a play last week. It was a 
pride of our m any new improve- kind of a detecketive play but they 
ments and additions to our school. called it a riddle. I t looks to me like 
Along with my school work I am the:n slow detecketives would have 
working at the main desk of the found out right off that the doctor had 
school library as I also did at East- killed his wife. I knowed all along 
ern. who had did tt. Seems a shame <to 
"Since I have been in California have them do all that acting when the 
I have seen many spots of interest riddle is already solved. There was a 
in Hollywood, Beverly Hills, Long g-irl in it that reminded me of you 
Beach, San Pedro, and the beautiful sorta but she was a cook and I wouldn't 
Elmer thinks so, but he's impa-
tiently awaiting his invitation, as Fred 
/ Poreman, staff artist, shows you. 
Tournament of Roses in Pasadena want to call you that E'lmiree but you PRESIDENT MAXWELL IS 
New Year's Day. shure can make grand and luciferous GUE·ST OF MR. BUZZARD 
"While all of your Easternites corn bread. 
have baen struggling to school in Im getting a little disgusted with the 
A debate on the question of state the ice and snow, we have been functionings of the Student Council. Dr. Guy E. Maxwell, president of the 
m edicine was conducted at our college splashing in the rain, although the They ain't sent me my invitation to the Winona (Minn.) State Teachers col-
by teams representing NeWiton high so-called 'Sunny California' is sun- Big Bugs banquet yet. And I found lege spent Wednesday evening and 
school and Paris high school on Wed- ny most of the time. Best of wishes another rip-snortin good joke in last Thursday morning here as the guest 
nesday evening, Feb. 19. from the Southland." week's Prairie Farmer tha;t would ;put of Dr. R. G. Buzzard. He wa.s enroute 
This debate was scheduled to be EosTc them in the isles! I think I'll be a to St. Louis to attend the annual meet-
held the previous week, but bad weath- RIOOMS FOR RENT m ember of it next year if I have time. ing of the American Association of · 
er and roads caused it to be postponed Very reasonable. Maybe someone I'll be purty busy with examinations Teachers Colleges. 
Tuesday, February 25, 1936 
Speed Indicator Is 
Bought for System 
The latest addition to the public ad-
dress equipment is a recently develop-
ed stroboscopic speed indicator for use 
in calibrating the rotational speed of 
the phonograph turn-tables. By means 
of •this device the ration of the turn-
tables may be compared with the well 
regulated frequency of the ordinary 60 
cycle AC current, on the same princi-
ple which insures the accuracy of the 
electric clocks that have also been de-
veloped in the last few years. 
The device allows the turntables to 
be adjusted with only a few hundredths 
per cent error to the speed of the turn-
tables on which the recordings were 
made. Since the pitch of the music on 
recordings as well as the rhythm de-
pends upon the rotational speed of the 
turntable, rthe operators ·are able by 
means of this device to reproduce the 
recordings in exactly the same pitch 
and a rhythm in which they were 
made. The device, the property of 
George Henry, has been made avail-
able to the system for a three months 
check on the two turntables now in 
use. 
---EISTC---
LUCIER VISITS HERE 
Earl Lucier, Mattoon, former Eastern 
student was a Panther Lair visitor 
F riday. Mr. Lucier is now employed 
at the Hullman company in Mattoon. 
---EISTc---
When planning your purchases, 
read the News ads for guidance. 
Application 
Photographs 
You can have them made from 
your WarNer picture. 
ART CRAF T 
STUDIO 
unlli~dn~~~hl.c~~~be-~~~inm~~m~ w~a~t~~~Ish~w~be~ ·~------------------------------~ 
ing selected as a half-way point. cheap room. Inquire 1611 South 9th busy to read your letter and hear from I 
The Newton team consisting of Aur- St. Phone 250. Sandwich Center. 
If Health .•. elia Klug, William Pictor, and Ka.th-leen Kibler supported the affirmative, 
while the Paris team composed of Sara 
Jane Reese, Jack Steidl, and Martha 'Looks at Books'- News and Reviews • ts your .target-O'Hair upheld the negative. 
Judges were Miss Winnie D. Neely, 
Miss Anabel Thompson, and H. DeF. 
Widger, all of the college. 
---IEISTC---
Auto Films Shown 
At Eastern Friday 
Five reels of vitaphone pictures deal-
ing with autos and the automotive in-
dustry were shown in the lower hall 
"The Hurricane," a novel by Charles 
Nordhoff and James Nonnal Hall, the 
two island recluses, is now available in 
book form after having run in one of 
the best-selling weeklies. The book is 
crammed with romantic tales and an 
absorbing plot. It is written in the 
same simple, straight-forward style 
that distinguished "Mutiny on the 
Bounty." 
Baskets 
of the practical arts building Friday 1 A b k t· lY' t d ' 
afternoon at the courtesy of the st. 0~ as Ime. as 0 ay s news-
Louis branch of the General Motors stpa pedr liSt ~ow alvl adlla~Wle illia~ your book-
Corporation Of t' 1 . . t t t an . lS ca e , am Randolph 
. par 1cu a.r 1n eres o H t A · , ,. ... _ F t Old 
classes in ,auto mechanics were reels . ears ' mencan. uu::o, remon er 
showing the four cycles f th lS the autnor. A goodly number of the 
o ' e common 1 b . . t ill . th . internal combustion engine and the ess su miSSIVe gen ry w raise . elr 
route of the gasoline from th . t eyebrows when anyone calls Mr. Hearst 
e pom Am · d · · t h · F · t where it leaves the tank to th _ an encan an ms1s e 1s a asclS 
House." Readable and recommended. 
For those who haven't much time 
and only a cursory interest in reading 
anyway, we suggest acquaintance with 
"One Unknown," by Reinhold Conrad 
Muschler. 
No Score 
We got lost in number three of "The 
Eight Crooked T'renches," a story of 
European intrigue by Francis Beeding. 
Valentine WiUria.ms is one of the most 
then you must choose a ,food that hits the mark ... a food 
that will give extra pep and vitality. Milk is that food 
' 
good, rich, pure milk. Drink a quart of milk daily and seE-. 
the change it'll make. Phone 7 for daily delivery of all our 
fresh dairy products. 
Meadow Gold Dairy 
PHONE 7 7th & VAN BUREN 
popular writers of mystery stories in the 
country today. He hit a dud, however, 
in his "Dead Man Manor." Maybe some I 
~~uwillli~~b~furu~oo. b------------------------------~ 
• • .. .. ·-----·-·+ l•-e•-.li-tl_.._.,_,,_..,_,,_,,_,,,_.,_,,_,•-••-••-••-tw-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-t•-t~•-..--.-- • • CHARLESTON PROFESSIONAL CARDS f 
.. _.._,__.._.._,._.._,,_,._,,_,,_.,_., ..... +•---..e-tl-tl,._,ll-11-11-11-11-11-ut-nu-+•---.,._.-- _I. ,_.._.,._.,_,,_,,_,,_, __ '1' 
DR. W. B. TYM 
DENTIST 
bustion cham·ber. Another sho.:e::e ~n disguise. Wh~teve~ his ~dentity, he 
principle of hydraulics and how it is ~s the ~ost towermg figure m Amercan Office Phone 43 Res. Phone 1148 
applied in the hydraulic brake. JOurnahsm today - and no one can 
Phones: omce, 126; Residence, 715 
These reels were also shown at the deny that. Mrs. Older doesn't criticize J . A. OLIVER, M. D. DR. W. E. SUNDERMAN 
Cha.rleston high school and the local Mr. Hearst either way, except in the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat DENTIST 
Chevrolet dealers. title. She pens a biography of this Charlestqn National Bank Bldg. Hours: 8 to 12-1 to 5 
- --E osTc unique character and lets you draw Charleston National Bank Bldg. People's Drug Store Bldg. 
P TA G M 
. I your own conclusions. Charleston, Dl. Phones: Office, 476; Residence, 762 Charlestou, Ill. 
- roup to eet I Another timely book is "Diplotnacy +• • -- ••• ---··-n-n-n· •-n-·-··-··-··-·•-n-10 __ .. _.,_.,_, .. .,_.,_.,_·-·- •• ·--·--·+ 
Here Friday Evening and Peace" by R B M()wat The author I 
__ takes you backstage on the European DR. WILLIAM M. SWICKARD 
The Parent-Teachers association scene a nd discloses some amazing char- ~ Office Hours 9:00 to 12:00 a. m . and 
DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE 
OPTOMErRIC EYE SPECIALIST 
Alexander Bldg. 
DR. CLINTON D. SWICKARD 
Office Hours 9:00 to 12: '0 a. m. and 
2:00 to 6:00p. m. and 7 :00 to 9:00p.m. of the Training school will meet in acters and settings. 2:00 to 6:00 p. m. and 7:00 
the college auditorium Friday night Free Throws to 9:00 p. m. North Side Square Phone 340 
at 7 :30 o'clock to discuss the topic, Anne Green, one of our more pop- 604% JACKSON ST. 
"The Parent's Part in Education." All ular authors, sets her story in Amer- Telephone 132 Frames Repaired__,Lenses Duplicated 
6041,2 Sixth St. 
Phones: Office, 30; Residence, 770 
students are invited to attend. ican surroundings in "Winchester 
Mrs. F . L. Verwiebe will give a talk 
on the topic, "As a Parent Sees It." 
Miss Isabel McKinney will give a 
reading, "Mother Gets Back on the 
Job." Another talk, "As a Teacher 
Sees It," will be given by Miss Anna 
H . Morse. 
---EIBTc---
Hair cuts to suit college students at 
Shortys - Two chairs - Located two 
doors west of the campus on Lincoln. 
Phone 165. 
Half Pound 
HERSHEY 
MILD AND MELLOW 
Bar lOc 
W. E. HILL & SON 
SOUTHWEST CORNER 
Bow to Proms with New Jewelry-
In" sele~t~ your wearing apparel for these ev~nts, make sure you 
have quality Jewelry" to keep pace with the style. Cheap jewelry 
shows poor taste. Let us show you quality jewelry, up to-date and just 
what you want. 
C. W. HUCKLEBERRY 
THE LEADING JEWELER 
+-----..-.---------·--·--··-··-·--·, ... 
DR. J. R. ALEXANDER 
51672 Sixth St. 
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON 
Office Hours 9 a . m. to 9 p. m. 
J Phones: Office 218; Res. 160 
·-··-··-··-··-""'-··-··-··--·--·-··--·.-. 
DR. B. C. TREXLER 
DENTIST 
Linder Bldg. 
Phones: Office, 387; Res. 1037 
·••-••-••-t•-ee-•-•--••-llo---n-t~e-u-•f 
DR. N. C. IKNAYAN 
Hours by Appointment 
Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380 
501 Jackson St. 
_ .._..__.. ____ .,_,, ____ .,_•-• -~~-••-•--+ 
I ++--• -·-~~-D-R-.-~-.·-· A.-~~-8-~-· -AFFE-··-·-R---·-- -------··--·-··---··----··-··--·--·--· Phone: Office and Res. 242 
Corner 6th and Va.n· Buren G. B. DUDLEY, M. D. LESLIE T. KENT, M. D. 
Physician and Surgeon Linder Bldg. 
0 - H 51172 Jackson Street .LLLCe ours: 9 a.m. to 9 p .. m. · Office Hours: 9:00-12; 1-5:30; 7-9 
I 
Phone <HO Thursdays- 9:00-12; 7-9 
~t·-·--·---------------4·--···------------~--~~·-··--------~· -----' ---------·~----.-~--------~-----------+ , ... DR. 0. E. IDTE I • II .. - ·-·· II II I 
I DE~T 
1st National Bank Bldg. 
Office Hours 8-12-1-5 
Phones: Office, 350; Res. 629 
CHARLES ~. GREER, M. S., M. D. 
721 Jackson Street 
Phone 77 
ALL DOCTOR'S OFFICES 
ARE OLOSED ON TUESDAY 
AND FRIDAY EVENINGS 
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'Get That Man' Is Theme Song of Leap Year Hop 
'Lepe Yeare' Originated with Law in 
Scotland; Recall H. L. Mencken 's Quip I The Eastern Quack I 
I spy! MR. GUINAGtH has shaved 
Flash-Additional 
Rules Announced 
Hi Hat Dance Given 
By Pemberton Hall 
About fifty-five couples attended 
Perusals of Teachers College News files fail to show tha.t Eastern off his moustache. He won't be in College Men Describe Types of Pemberton Hall's Hi Hat dance last 
has in the past duly observed Lea.p Yea.r-or Le!>e Yea.re-in the I style with Eastern youths, now, and Damsels They Prefer; !Some Saturday night in the dining room 
f~hion ordained by custom a.nd law more than 700 years ago. In besides it deprives him of a certain Aren't Very Particular. from 8:30 to 12 o'clock. Joe Martin 
fact not so much as a dance or party is recorded in the News. dash-a certain-well, you know what and his six-piece orchestra from the 
Wh 'th thi t over 
1 
- · we mean .. . Some say our column is Highlight so_cial event of. the week HI. Hat Club 1.n Decatur furni'shed the e er s represen s an · .................................................... d ALL WE:r b t h 1a 
· ht b N eporters of the HALF WIT an ' u we say - nay, the Wmter term~will be e music for the dance. There were ping 
Slg Y ews ~ ' ' LUCKY DANCE SLATED 0 we don't feel badly if it's panned; so this Saturday. night when the Women's lpong tables set up in the hall which 
past, or an oversight ·on the part LUCKY DAY-FRIDAY, 13TH is GOLD! Heh, heh .. . You Buy 'Em ~eague presents ~ T:eap Year da~ce Jwas very popular during the evening. 
of women of the past, no one -- -We Wreck 'Em·.-WAYNE SAXTON th 11 d to m Rules which 
ill e co e,ge au 1 nu · · . 1 ~veral tables of bridge were in play. has had the good grace to say._ Friday 13th of March is going to be a (another free ad) . . . The faculty women of the college must follow ill 1 Decorations on the Hi Hat theme were No law was being violated by che I luck da for those who go to the searched diligently for their rese~ed order to ~e the "perfect . escort•: duringt J carried out. Miss Nathile McKay act-
retiring damsels of a. by-gone day, Y Y . , seats at the play Wednesday mght. the evenmg were published m las 
1 
ed as chaperons. The special guests 
however, wnen they deign-ed to swap second annual St. Patnck s dance, con- And little AUDREY just laughed and week's News. 
1 
were Mr. and Mrs. Edson Taylor .and 
places in the courting set-up. Such .a sole_ Ruth Miller and John Ritchie, co- laughed 'cause she knew all the time Tickets for this dance will be on I Mr. and Mrs. Charles P . Lantz. 
law has never been passed in this chairmen of the event to be presented the rest of the se~ts were empty ... sale beginning Thursday, reports Ruth . 
democratic impersonal state of ours. I by the Industrial Arts club and the Favorable comment from the full hous-e Miller general chairman The unit I Refreshments of sandWiches and 
' · · · ' · 1 punch were served But in other countnes the damsels Home Economics departments. of Tuesday's performance mduced sev- presidents and council of nine will be . : . 
would have faced more serious conse.-1 To ge,t into the spirit of the day, eral students to pay for an enjoyable 
1
1 in charge of the sales. 1 The followmg g~ls were chairmen 
quences they suggest that you borrow Mr evening Wednesday Effective sets M" Mill ff d ddit' 1 1 for the dance: Naoffil Newman, refresh-. · · ' ISS er o ere some a 10na , . . . 
Scotland first initiated the "recip- Thut's green hat for the dance. sma.rt costumes, excellent casting, crea- instructions in reO'ard to each girl's i lnents; Mar]one Poorman, decoratwns; 
rocal" treaty in 1288. It read as fol- Music for this novel event will be tive directing, and easy, natw-al acting part in the dance"' plan. Girls are to ! C?lla J.ord~n, cloa~·oom; Helen_ Barr, 
lows· furnished by the Novelty Six, a favor- accounted for favorable comments of g t pr"·gram WI'th each ticket pur J·t1ckets, Wilma Collms and Jenme Mae 
. . e a V' - Huff programs· Helen Carver and 
"It is ordaint that during the ite with Eastern dancers last year. Tic- both rughts on RIDDLE ME THIS · · · chased. They are to trade dances be- . ' ' . 
rein of hir blessit megeste, for the kets for the dance will cost 25 cents Because we liked to laugh (it became fore the night of the dance. I Stella Sc~rader, entertamment, and 
a habit by the second act) we laugh- Gwen Oliver, orchestra. 
years knowne as lepe _Yeare, a each. d at WALT'S slip "Watch farms and Badges, hearing the words, "Spoken "'' '"T·c---
mayd-en la. dye of bothe h_Ig~e and ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .. ••••••• ...... eh bs, d DUEY' ,8 "Palm "" for," will be ,given each girl when she 11 S t M .· f 1 t t C 0 > an I u--- ecre arr1age 0 lowe esta1t shaH hae . 1ber _Y o buys her ticket, and she, in turn, is to 1 
suits." 
bespeke the .:rna~ ,she hk~s; If he Varsity Club's Dance SCOOP: Four girls and three boys give it to her guest of the evening. I EI Grad Announced 
refuses to talk hrr to be h1s la_wful There will be a mistress of cere- J 
th f Att t 7 5 C 1 went riding one of these late warm 
wyfd· he s~alllos~ ets~tm 0 ~~~ rae S OUp eS evenings and landed, of all places, at mony at the dance, but her identity is Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Jones of Amboy, 
pun 1S or ess as es ~1 may ' the R·OC'KS. Two of the boys got out not being revealed by dance chairmen. Ill announ th . f th . except he can make 1t appeare . ., ce e marriage o err 
. b t th·t 'th Seventy-five couples attended the to see if the ice had covered the river Gleeful over an opportunity to show daughter Dorothy to Lee A Brinker that he IS e ro 1 ane 1 er wo- t· · 1 ' ' · · -
man, he hen s a e ree: · th t · 1 th' 11 ' ' • t h 11 b f 
., Varsity club ra.dio and recording dance and the driver went off and left them the damsels ,that escor mg 1S not a - ~ hoff which occurred June 1 1935 at 
in the auditorium Friday evening. They might have died of starvation, I ways e mos Simp e mg, co ege Lincoln, Ill. Mrs. Brinkerhoff is com-
The idea seemed to be a good one Leading radio dance orchestras supple- privation, degradation, and no radia- me~ today offered a few sug_gestions mercial instructor at the Redmon com-
to other countries. France follo~.ved mented by records furnished music for tion if M. A. H. hadn't pleaded to res- which they ~ope t~e wome~ Will heed. munity high school. She is a graduate 
with a similar ordinance some time I the dance. cue them. (There, we went and told I Mo"',",t of th,,elr QUIPS ar.e ill the way of the Illinois State Normal university later, and in the eighteenth century 
1 
• f f 1 t I 
Pr d ll "'e used to cover a def one. But if you guess J. F ., E. B., and 1° prayers or a P. easin,,g escor · n a.t Normal. Mr. Brinkerhoff teaches Genoa and Florence brought the godde . . .ocee s WI _v • -
custome to the Mediterranean coun- 1e1t m the Varsity Club treasmy creat- H. P. you've guessed right and you've answer to the questions, Who do you J in the Baltimore school near Redmon. 
t ed by payment of an amusement tax on only got three more girls t o guess.) hope will ask you to the Leap Year He attended Eastern Illinois State 
ry. . two previ~us dances. A girl from the HALL wrote this dance?" the replies went something Teachers college. 
Most of ~ou are acquainted. With the Ralph Mcintosh, manager of ·the revealing epistle to one of UNCLE I' like this: ElaTe 
way in which Lea,p Year .got Its nam~. public address system, announces that SAM'S water babies. She told the sail- Anonymous - "A honey-bee." (Me- Remember your friends with flowers. 
There are 366 days, which makes It a new shipment of the latest recorded or that she was "five feet four inches Connell of the Lair suggests a honey- They say it best-Lee's Flower Shop, 
appear t? leap forward a day as em~- dance hits will arrive this week and tall, weighed 158 pounds, had long bee is one who s~ing~) · . . 413 Seventh street. Phone 39. 
pared With. ~he customary yea_r. Sallle will be available for the next record- stringy green hair, loads of freckles, Gene ~cderer- Th1s , week It IS a 1,----------------w 
Cutler, wntmg for the Jumor Col .. ing dance. and squinty red eyes." Appealing, what? brunette, next week Ill want a red- 'I 
legian of Los Angeles Junior college, ElsTc She adds, "I am pigeon-toed, and hea~. . 
explains it farther: Graduate of TC HI"gl1 ) (-kneed, and what have you. I've one Vmcent Kelly-Oh, so high-so much ! Application Photos 
"The astronomers of Julius dress and 1 wear it all the time." That money-. A girl who'd sooner stt out 
Ceasar, 46 B. C., settled the solar To Marry Chicagoan part's a lie; it's her room-mate's dress. than dance. I Taken not later than Thursday 
year at 365 days and six hours. Anyway, that's the letter and for a Carl Cooper-! want a girl who will 
These hours at the end of four Mr. and Mrs. Ben]·amin Weir of this I small deposit of one square, one round, buy me six milkshakes. can !:l:Yn~:e:v::!opr:n~~ry~h 1. 
years make a day which was add- d · k b ttl t k Alex Summers-! want the twin of 
ed to the foUI"th year. city announce the engagement of their ' an on~ fill - o e ca.p o en-3 in Vince's girl. 
Was daughter, Frances Ha~e. to James ali-I w_il,l show you the Je,tter an.d for "Why this special year dd t 1 f t t f Mickey Spence - I ain'.t particular chosen for women to become for- Campbell Shuford, Jr., both of Chica- an a 1 IOna or une of wo hairs o I 
ward and pursuers has no satis- I go. The wedding will take place in the FU ~CHU AUSTIN'S m?ustache; (Continued on Page 8) Sanders Studio 
factory exp:anation. However, it early spring. we Will let you see the signature. '----------------• 
probably started many an a~ us- Miss Weir was graduated from Don't miss this offer! Biggest thing 
. ing situa.tion, and saved many a girl Teachers College high school in 1929. 
1 
since JUMBO! (New joke-last year!) 
tn Scotland becoming an old She is a graduate of Northwestern EosTc 
maid." university and a member of Pi Beta WRITERS ENTERTAINED 
Mr. H. L. Mencken and James Phi social sorority. Mr. Shuford is the 
Branch Cabell, who probably got e~dest son of Mr. and Mrs. James 
their ideas from Lucian on this sub- Campbell Shuford of Hickory, N. C. 
ject, will disagree with Miss Cutler. He is a graduate of the University of 
They maintain that the woman really North Carolina and a member of 
does the pursuing at all times. In Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity. 
Mencken's words, "Marriage consists 
of a man pursuing a woman until she 
catches him. (This expression was 
wi'dely reprinted from a college paper 
which laid original claim to the 
quip.) 
Leap Year has been an occasion for 
some rather sly irony since it is a 
business of reversing an order al-
ready reversed. One newspaper in a 
nei~hboring city recently ran several 
daily features on the Leap Year 
theme. Eligible bachelors weye de-
scribed and pi'ctures of each printed 
with the feature story. The caption 
to this feature was, "Girls, Here 
They Are." What girls did about this 
enticing invitation has never been 
disclosed. 
---EISTC:---
!le among the first to wear one of 
the smart new monogrammed watch 
bracelets. See them today at c. P. 
Coon's, 408 Sixth Street. 
---EISTC---
DINNER, DANCE ENJOYED 
Ruth ·Miller, Myrl Munson, and Hel-
en Anderson entertained with a six 
o'clock dinner Friday evening in the 
Home Management apartment. Later 
the party attended the Varsity Club 
dance in the auditorium. Guests were: 
Mrs. Viola L. Russell, A. B. Crowe, 
Fred Snedeker, Charles Tucker, and 
Marion Mathas. 
WHITE 
PLUMBING & HEATING 
COMPANY 
Plumbing, Heating a.nd 
Sheet Metal Work 
PHONE 295 
C'"J.ve Dick, Mgr. 
Miss Isabel McKinney, adviser, was 
hostess to members of Writers' club ' 
and Sigma Tau Delta Wednesday aft-
ernoon. Kevin J. Guinagh was the 
guest speaker. His topic was, "How to 
Get Rejection Slips." 
HI-HAT 
CLEANERS & 
HATTERS 
WW PRICES 
Guaranteed Work 
• 
RAY DENNIS JOHN SHRIVER 
Phone 648 710 Lincoln 
Home Cooked ·· Foods 
Salads, Pies, Sandwiches, Soops 
Plate Lunches 25c 
Our Home Cooked Lunches-
LITTLE CAMPUS 
CAFE 
Mr. and Mrs. Don Walker 
Frank Voris 
a.re prepared with the Best Ingredients and with Best 
Care. A trial will convince. 
CORNER CONFECTIONERY 
"BILL" PAN AS, Prop, 
ANew Wave 
• • • the first sign 
of Spring! 
By now, we'll wager winter's gotten into your hair pretty thoroughly-
your hair is apt to be dry and heavy from indoor life. Let spring return 
to your hair- as well as your heart-by having a new wave. It will put 
all the freshness and softness of Spring bree:red into your tresses! 
MODERN BEAUTY SHOP 
815 Monroe St. PHONE 1501 
.f Of SOCIAL FUNCTIONS I t PRIVATE pARTIES 
DANCING 
The facilities of this hotel are available 
Coffee Shop- Private Dining Room 
- Banquet Room 
Special Menus Sundays and Holidays 
May We Serve You? 
HOTEL U. S. GRANT 
Mattoon Dlinois 
Telephone 2700 
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Our Idols Crumble Before Trapshoot 
Of Critical Scrutiny 
Another supposed immortal of the Genus Homo 
joined the saddened ranks of Just Plain Men re-
cently. He was W oodro·w Wilson, World War 
president, professor, and peace-planner. He is the 
latest of our race to be shorn of his supernal aura. 
It is a little :~ addening to think that he fooled the 
public for only 15 years. Others of his kind, Abe 
Lincoln, W a hington, Caesar, and even Christ lived 
much longer before fading under close scrut]ny. 
Mr. Wil on met his fate at the· hands of a 
woman. Her name is Josephine Burns, a former 
instructor in the department of history and po•litical 
r->cience at Mount Holyoke college. She is only 25 
year · old. She didn't set out with the express pur-
po. e of exploding Wilson's myth but happened upon 
the truth mostly by mere chance. She was conduct-
ing an investigation foil' the Nye committee of the 
An increasing tendency on the part 
of educators to depart from the for-
mal means of educating youth .branch-
ed into a new· field recently in the 
state of Florida. There is being tried 
what is known as .the conference plan 
o.f education. Rollins college is the in-
novator of this new scheme. 
The Soap Box 
* * * • 
Invites students and faculty 
members to voice their opinions 
on topics concerned with college 
Hfe. Please limit letters to 150 
words, sign communications. 
The system might be called a "sneak-
up-from-the-rear" process; or a "re-
volving door" scheme; you're in before 
you know it and there's no way out. 
The student signs up for classes in the 
orthodox way. Classes are arranged so 
that every student spends two full 
hours a day with each of his instruc-
tors. That should be the first tip-off 
that a new plan in education is being 
tried. 
The Plan Unfolds 
It is in the classroom that the real 
revolution reveals itself. Instead of 
sitting in uncomfortable seats flanked 
on either side with other misfits in 
the field, the student settles into an in-
vLtin,g chair-sort of a chaise lounge--
there to bask in the wholesome aJtmoo-
---------------• phere of free-flowing interchange of 
Down with the Robbers! ideas. The teacher isn't really a teach-
Dear SJap-Box: er; he herds him~elf over to some neu-
What this college needs is a good tral corner, far from the strife of rust- . 
five-cent term paper. The current clogged thoughts. The students, mean-
crop of term paper authors are setting while, gather around a nice big .table 
outrageous prices for their products. generously laden with readable maga-
It is another instance of the capital- · zines and books. 
ists of intelligence setting arbitrary I Somebody says "go!" and •the stu-
rates to .the detriment of the consumer., dents, weaned from the protective wing 
We need term papers, and we need of their pwfessor, cavort in the fields 
them bad at this time of year. But we of conjecture, argument, and contem-
oan't afford to pay the outrageous plation. The professor, poor neglected 
prices being asked. I call for govern- fellow, isn't allowed to ask questions. 
ment intervention. His function is .to answer queries of 
AH, HOW WELL WE KNOW! 
When spring comes again this year 
When flowers open to the joyful 
warmth 
When larks tell of their thanks to 
April's showers 
When roses of the June bloom red 
When Eastern walls are decorated 
green 
When lovers stroll besides the Indian 
lake 
the fledglings. The theory, according 
to reports, is that students who need 
the help of the instructor will require 
it most when he is preparing .to master 
a subject, not after he has learned or 
failed ·to learn it; and those who are 
capable of working rapidly are not re-
tarded by the general pace of the class. 
Youth Is Challenged 
The plan is said to be a challenge 
to youth. Can he assimilate knowledge 
without the aid of supervision? Can he 
Sta.ff Artist Fred Foreman pictures Mr. Aver-
age Easterner walking on clouds as he contem-
plates Leap Year Hop Saturday. 
Voice of the Faculty 
Donald R. Alter Discusses Purpose, Plans 
of College Recreation Committee· 
nited States Senate. Working tirelessly for a 
. olid year, sometimes as much as 15 hours a day, 
she found the sad evidence, that Wilson knew all When 'Spring fever' has its strongest 
the time we were going to war. Furthermore, he hold 
ferret out the important points of a Early in the Fall term, the committee on student 
subject and ass~gn them to their prop- recreation held a meeting at which all organizations were 
When every one with dreamy eyes 
arid Secretary of State Lansing were no~t '' motivat- forgets-
ed in their negotiations by a sincere desire for neu- But not the Freshmen-
trality. '' In short, Mr. Wilsoiil was thread off the When spring comes again this year, 
same spool as the rest of us human beings. You just try to van:sh all your fear 
Somehow we wish that Miss Burns (could it be For every little creek, and river 
that she is of 'l'HA'l' detective agency ~) had been . ~round . . . 
a .little less scrutinizing. About th~ only honest-to-! Will with somethmg besides fish 
goodne non-h.uman left to worship was Mr . . Wil- " abound. , 
on. No•w he IS gone~relegated to the pec1es of Unknown Sophomore -M. F. Ash. 
our mold. There is practically n01 one to worship 
unl it be that gent who carried the mes age to 
arcia. Even he wa n 't much until Elbert Hubbard 
cr a ted him in two short hours. Why it's actually 
gott n to the point where there's. no one l eft but 
Father Divine! 
Reading Period Dies for Want 
Of Popular Support 
For Political Discussions 
To the Editor: 
I would like to see the News discuss 
more freely political J the<oria,s and 
thought -of the day. If a college pa-
per's edLtorial policy is good for any-
thing at all, it should be preparing its 
readers to meet the future. Certain-
ly politics will become more import-
ant to us as we become a part of the 
economic whole. For instance, what's 
wrong with printing .summaries of po-
litical articles. I am thinking partic-
ularly of one which appeared in Cur-
rent History for February. "What's on 
the Peoples' Mind?", is the title and 
it's written by Bruce Bliven. 
Mr. Bliven concludes .that "spiritual 
shell-shock" is dogging the people these 
days. He thinks they are tired of ex-
perimentation and feel -that what re-
er rank? represented. The net result was a skeleton social cal-
The plan may succeed. Professors endar for the year. With a few shifts and changes, this 
should immediately approve the calendar remains the basic 
scheme. Argumentative students should date for all social functions. 
not mind .the opportunity to spout wLth Most orgam.izations asking 
all the freedom of a broken main. And for dates at that meeting 
:v;'ve an ide~ the parents wi~l .thi~k i stated the precise nature of 
Its pretty mce that poor Willle Is I the functions which they 
gettin' a little culture-new, you know." were planning to sponsor. 
ElsTc The trend of selection was 
Value of History to heavily toward dances, with 
C • I . some variety in the matters urriCU urn Is T oplc of formality and planning, 
For Discussion Club I it .is true, but n~ ~ery'.weighty 
evidence of ongmallty and 
--· . "diff t"-Th~ Discussion club, composed of J As er~ ness. 
faculty and townsmen met Thursday I t. e year. has now run 
evening in the receptlon room. The t:vo-thirds of Its course the 
topic of the evening was, "The Teach- I time has come to. eval~ate 
ing of History." Donald R. Alter led the prog~am. Certam thmgs Donald R. Alter 
th d. · hi h t d I are obvious. Some dances e Iscusswn, w c cen ered aroun . 
the following questions: have been very successful m term~ of attendanc.e, income, 
1 I h . t 1 t . t f 1 and fun. Others, at least financially have failed ThP. . s IS ory mere y a s ep-sis er o . . . ' · · 
the social sciences? I one all-school party With no admission charge and free 
2 Sh ld h . t t h d rf'freshments attracted better than 500 students all of 
h . . ..... .out a ttlS ory eacaler zlegafr I whom apparently had a good time. In general the pro-IS SUuJeC 1na er as v uaiJ e or . 
t h . 1 h. h b f 1 gJ am has been reasonably successful 
as guides to conduct? . The committee, naturally enough, Is mterested in the eac mg- essons w Ic may · e use u I . · . . 
3 Wh t 1 h h d th t Improvement of .the program. Certain questions have 
hi t. .a essons davte ytou he?ar H a been coming up which call for something fairly definite s ory lS suppose o eac . ave 
you at any time, or do you now, re-
gard these lessons as of any consid-
Continued on Next Page 
We note with r gret that there will be no read-
ino· period before final examinations this quarter. 
Lack of student and faculty interest is attr]buted 
a the reason. It seem io us that both should have 
embraced the idea warmly, bui for some reason it 
did not regi ter favorably. When first started in 
1934, two days were allowed. For the Fall term of 
thi year the period was reduced to one day. But 
student still preferred class periods fo,r review and 
adm]nistration heads felt the period should be aban-
doned altogether. It may be that this is a reflection 
upon study habits of our students. They haven't 
1 arned the technique of ferretting out material for 
th mselve . At any ·rate, the reading period is a 
thing of the past, at least until students and faculty 
make demands for its renewal. 
covery as noted to date has been the erable value. 
Morgan Defends Rich 
CAPS and lower case result of natural causes, not of a plan-~ 4. Which is more important, in a 1 ned program. Mr. Bliven surveys opin- high school course in Rmerican his- I ion throughout the country. He touches tory; to cover the entire course in a J 
upon subjects of relief, farming, and rather general and abstract way or to . The BIG and little in Review 
indu~try. Mr. Bliven predicts the re- cover a portion of it only, with con- / IIIIIB•y•J•.h•e•E•d•it.or•••••··----·----··---~ 
elect10n of President Roosevelt. sider.able attention to specific and con-
I Now, is there anything wrong in crete details? . NEXT TIME YOUR FAVORITE: summarizing an article of that nature? 5. Which is more important, to teach 
I If there isn't, please -answer by bring- the facts of history, or to teach a love Author shows an approbation for some particularly From the Junior Collegian, Los Angeles Junior College. 
1 
ing a concensus of ~olitical thought to of history? offensive condition in these United States or elsewhere, 
the News columns n th f t you can bet the poor fellow ate something that didn't 
John Pierpont Morgan, financier, told the sen- 1 e u ure. ElsTc.---- agree with him. A.t least, you'll believe that 'if an Ohio 
ate munitions committee recently that ''if you de- 'j :: :: Oh, Dear Child, We 
1 
;:-.~want's words are to be taken as authentic. He say's that 
stroy the lei ure class, you destroy civilization.'' 0 t r th p t Never Cut Classes' most great men owe their genius to indigestion. He points 
Morgan explained that "leisure class" included I • • • • u 0 e as . . . . . to Samuel Johnson as an example, saying that "there is 
tho e familie ''who can afford a m.aid. '' :: :: How do you feel when confronted no doubt at all of Johnson's cr.ronic indigestion and the 
TEN YEARS AGO resultant cantankerous disposition with which there goes 
One wonders wheth er Mr. Morgan could list in the ha31 by the teacher whose c~~s a brilliance of imaginary and creative thought." He adds 
th names of 1 isure class members who contributed Week of February 25-Ma.rch 1. you have just cut? that Darwin was a victim of the same ailment. Joseph 
t . ·1· t' 0- d h · · Co3.ch C. P. Lantz announced draw-0 ClVl 1za IOn. ne won ers ow many mu lCians, Anna Balmer '36 _ I wonder if he Conrad had nervous dyspepsia. The saying used to be that 
· · d · h ings for the distric:t high school bas-
writer , painters, statesmen, an engineers w o ketball tournament to be held here missed my sleeping. an army "travels on its stomach." You might say now 
gave the world its civilization could afford a maid. this week. Harold Knappe ,39 _ I really do that genius "writes on its stomach." After reading the 
Tradition gives us the story of the struggling Eastern closed noop (by the way, have a "headache" then. savant's words, we are inclined to lose our apprehension 
h b · f rth h. b t f~ t · tl what han.pened to that word?) season Dane Bouslog '37 - I have never over shooting pains in our midrif. It may convert us into YOUDO' man W 01 rnigs 0 lS Cl:) e 1.0r ·s In le "' a genius; still, it's mighty uncomfortable. Perhaps we 
face of adversities; Mr. Morgan tells us that the by defea,ting Sparks 37 to 20, but los- had the experience. (Hope Mr. Phipps should be done with the whole business and trot nght 
] · 1 · ·bl f · ·1· t. p h ing to Bradley, 42-29. doesn't see this.) e1sure c a. ·. 1. re pon 1 e · or ClVI 1za 10n. er a:ps out for an order of mud pies, hamburgers at a honky-
the pos e · ion of oil paintings may be considered Charleston High defea.ted TO, 24 to Roger Jones '37 - I start thinking tonk, and some of the delicious pop served by the WAA at 
13 up fine excuses. 
a contributing factor to civilization. · Kate Walker ,37 _ Just its sports dance. If that combination doesn't sprout like a geniu , then the Ohio professor has simply got indiges-
feather in the breeze trying to float tion of the brain, which is entirely possible anyway. Your Chance to Serve 
~ ew official wi ·h to remind you that it's time 
to begin on tho e editoirials for the contest which 
clo. e in March. As you know, the question to be 
an. wered is, "Will j_ ~eutrality Keep Us Out of 
War '' A $50 prize awaits the first place winner; 
other prize .. wi).l al o be given. 
ONE YEAR AGO 
into the nearest classroom. Between Winter-Sprng Tenns 
Novelty Six is selected to play 
'the St. Patrick's Dance scheduled 
March 8. 
for Ernestine Crooks '38 - I don't cut MR. RO-BERT FINLEY SAYS: 
for classes! 
Plans announced for the first an-
nual Campus Leaders' banquet, to be 
given at the Hotel US Grant in Mat-
toon on March 8. 
(Ed. Note: - For this pu,rpose a 
bureau may not be established by 
Fidelis pledges to furnish dark glass-
es, long gray beards and Claudette 
Colbert disguises.) 
He will feel irreparably injured if an incident which 
happened Saturday is not reported through the News. 
Seems a bill from one of the refr-eshment dispensers wa.s 
sent to Finley's business office for approval. The order 
had been made out by Kappa Delta Pi but behold the 
bill was headed, "Pappa Delta Pi/' ' ' ' 
Tuesday, February 25, 1936 
The Last Trump 
''This, Partner, Is Our Trick" 
BECOl\lES INDIGNANT 
COLSEYBUR POKES AT OLE POKER FACE 
An J.mpossible I~te'l·view 
~ ,, .r / 
_,.. 
Colseybur: Can you spare me a minute, Ole 
Poker Face? 
0. P. F.: A minute or a dime-say which! 
Colseybur: You know I ·ve been treacherously 
misquoted in your colwnn of late. 
o. P. F.: I didn't say you were funny, did I? 
Colseybur: No, not exactly that-but you in-
ferred-. PROF. COLSEYBUR 
0. P F.: I see. I said you hadn't paid.--------------.;-----
your income tax yet. Was that it? I 
Colseybllr': No, mot exactly that. 
What I wanted to say was-well you 
Lights Out, Doctor 
see-er do you think my write-ups 0. P. F. Reviews "Riddle Me This". 
have been long enough? 
0. P. F.: Quite. Walt Morris these four years past 
has been our favorite actor, except CoJseybur: You know the nature of I 
the work I am doing is v-ery signifi- when Josephine Thomas is on the 
stage, or Mickey Spence is clowning, 
cant. I thought, perhaps, a little more or Juanita Brown is getting all emo-
publicity m'ight bring the salient as-
tiona!, or Kathryn Walker is doing pects befo.re the student body in an her Carrie Nation stuff, or Mary arresting manner. Jane Smith is acting like .a lot of 
0. P. F.: Have you seen our adver- people we know, or Edward Fore-
tising manager yet? He could quote man is looking like an animated 
you rates. billiard ball. But, honestly, we don't 
Colseybw·: Your paper wants newd, think Duey should have torn up 
doesn't it? that $5000 check; we don't; we 
0. P. F.: Certainly. Did you bite a don't . 
dog? 
Colseybur: How absurd! Why Pink- 1 
ie's like one of the family. Everybody best excuse we have ever had for not 
loves him. attending class. 
0. P. F.: I see, you want to tell the 
students about Pinkie. 
Colseylmr: I do not! I want to tell 
them about the little study I'm doing. 
0. P. F.: You want to tell them how 
little? Here's a pad. 
Colseybur: Ole Poker Face, your 
humor is impossible! 
0. P. F.: Of what? 
Golseybur: I mean you jest! 
0. P. F.: I jest what? 
There are days, too, when we wish 
we could blame this column on the 
Lair. 
That Unkindest Cut 
Alex Summers joins the Young Re-
publicans. Mr. Coleman weeps. Mutiny 
or treason, which? 
Colesybur: Well, anyway, I want you Riddle Me This 
to know that I don't think you're the 1. Miss Weller, by mistake, thanks 
least bit funny. And I'm not the only us for a box of candy we didn't send. 
one? 2. We send Miss Weller box of candy 
0. P. F.: You're married, Professor! I she doesn't recelve. 
Colseybw·: Yes, I am! 3. Miss Weller thanks us for box 
0. P. F.: Don't get excited. Our she didn't get. 
readers always like to know. 4. We send another box, forgetting 
Colseybur: Don't you think the tone to enclose our name. 
of your colwnn should be changed-a 5. Miss We::Ier appoints Miss John-
little bit-so as to-. son to find out whom to thank. 
0. P. F.: Do, 1i, mil You wouldn't 6. Miss Weller laughs; we laugh. · 
offer Ole Poker Face a bribe, would (Miss Johnson thinks we shouldn't 
you? have mentioned this in our column.) 
Colseybur: Oh mercy no! I merely 
thought that you might give George We're certainly glad when Saturday 
Henry and l{appa Delta Pi a little less night comes. Now we can take a. bath. 
space and-. 
0. P. F.: You mean to treat them 
dir.ty! Colseybur, How could you? After 
all, you know you and I have been 
friends for many years. You wouldn't 
suggest-you couldn't - you wouldn't 
lower the standards of the .teaching 
professor by-. 
Colseybur: No, no, no! The standards 
must be preserved. But my latest study 
- it takes up just that point exactly 
as-. 
0. P. F.: You would say it. 
Colseybur: Yes, precisely! No, I don't 
mean that. It's important. The people 
should know. 
0. P. F.: That's the sad part of it, 
Colseybur; they do know you. 
Note: Colseybur's latest investigation 
will appear in a future issue. 
We understand that Riddle Me This 
survived Stagedoor Henry, Playboy 
Spence, and The Last Tnunp. 
For the last month Mr. Seymour has 
been happy. He has a thermometer 
that works backwards. When he gets 
up, 1the temperature is 100 and when 
he fires the furnace, the temperature 
goes down to 50. 
We is all friends, isn't we? Isn't we? 
We say, isn't we? 
Signed: Prof. Colseybur. 
USOL • • • 
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Colseybur Indicted Donald Alter Tells 
On Serious Counts j coNTRIB~T~:·~ coLUMN Of Recreation Plans 
(Continued from Page 4) 
columnist, was last week involved in a • 
Professor Helandreinaugh (Hell) ~ 
Co:SCybur, once popular teacher and ~ PROFESSOR, 
in the way of answer. Here are a few 
criminal case and was convicted on five You are invited to of them: 
counts and twelve discounts, among I perpetuate 'wit of ~~e 
which are libel, perjury, arson, grand J week' as spoken by 1. Is dancing the only way in which 
and pettyfogging, use of mails for comic the students or faculty in this. large groups can be entertained sat-
valentines and applepolishing in 1846. yoUl' column. 'i.sfactorily? 
The accusation that really sent Col- 2. Is one dance a week too many? 
seybur up, it appears, was one brought 
by the Panther Lair E. I. S. T. c. Helen Hoffman, M. C., and G. R. 3. How can we get a larger propor-
dormitory. Members of this organiza- win theatre tickets. Call for them in tion of the student body? 
t:.on alleged that the aging professor is reception room after chapel. 4. Is the establishment of a "dat:e'' 
responsible for the insertion of a class- bureau desirable? 
Miss Anabei Johnson has coined a ified ad in the News, Eastern campus 5. Is larger participation of faculty 
new German word-"der Apfelputzer." pub~ication, misrepresenting the desires members desirable? If so, what form 
She said there weren't any in German should it take? 
of the organization. They sued for schools hut a great many in our 
$250,000 heart-balm, on the grounds of school. Glen Davis guessed correctly The all-school party mentioned 
alienation of affections and breach of that it was an "apple-polisher." Sub- partly answered some of these ques-
promise. Said the Lair: "We had cal- mitted by Helen Hoffman. tions. It is possible that a second such 
culated on a total of1 at least 125 invi- function now being planned for a date 
tations to the Leap Year dance. We got . early in the Spring term can be made 
only 120. We demand $50,000 for each 
1 
F. ~- :ndrew_s: "Today we have dis-J to yield further information along tl1e 
Iost invitation." I cusse J.g busmess, war, a:nd wome:n·rline of our inquiry. In the meantime, 
__ , ~d after ~11, what more IS there 111 specific, concrete, constructive sugges-
. llfe?" Subm1:tted by M. C. t' · · Duey promises an early unveiling: "I ___ 10ns are defimtely m order. 
look too much like a teacher this way." F. A. B cu: "Read the article by K. ElsTc 
o. Pressy on emotions. ·· A student EI STUDENTS CALL ON 
George H. Mentioned Mendelsohn's 
Fifth Symphony. Said Nelson Lowery 
1
-"Mende:sohn's Fifth Symphony? Who 
wrote it?" · 
Exposures: 
Billie Megaw pays Ike Wingler $0.15 
a quarter to keep her awake in one of 
her classes. 
wrote: "Read article on ex-oppressive ROY WILSON SATURDAY 
emotions." Submitted by G. R. 
E. Jacobs: "Well, what are the Bol-
shevik-aren't they this party that is 
running the country now?" 
C. Funkhouser: "No, those are demo-
crats." Submitted by G. R. 
A certain teacher teaches only one Evalyn Schoott:y (in practice teach-
Donald Cavins and Ruth Clapp vis-
ited Roy Wilson in Springfield, where 
he is employed at the Hartman-Jeffer-
son Printing Go., last Saturday morn-
ing. Mr. Wilson, who completed his 
work here at the close of the Fall 
term, accepted a position with the 
Springfield concern in January. 
class a day. ing "The Tale of Two Cities") "We 
Mr. l{cch and Miss Booth have never have another bit of irony in the next 
seen a basketball game. paragraph, when Jerry speaks of the THE 
CASH GROCERY 
Easter Special 
___ I rust on his father 's fingers." Submitted 
There was a new kind of pan-handler by Mary Widger. 
at the Lair last week. He was Dennis ElsTc:---
Lyons, British foreign legion veteran, 
who mopped the floor for a cup of cof-
fee. Gene Johns was finally persuaded 
not to leave with him. 
Miss Reinhardt to:d her class to 
study a child for instinctive tend-
encies, Lyle and Wayne observing 
Otho. They report that the only 
tendency he shows is to cry when 
cigarette ashes fall. 
Eat, for tomorrow you may' die-t. 
STUDENTS-
Your Patronage Will Be 
Appreciated 
Complete Greasing Service 
STANDARD OIJ, PRODUCTS 
NEWELL'S 
SERVICE STATION 
a.t Tenth and Lincoin 
• Creosote Oil 
Why go 'round and 'round when ex-
pert watch repairing and prompt serv-
ice come out here? C. P. Coon, 408 
Sixth Street. 
---EISTC---
To satisfy that sweet tooth, we've 
a wonderful assortment of candy 
specials. 
Patronize our News advertisers! South 6th St. Ralph Bails, Prop. 
Spr·ng Styles 
. re Ready ~) /""" -,( l - .-, 
'\ L 1 1 ~). 
- 0) 
... fol' youl' selec:lion in doz •. 
ens of 'beautiful lealhel's 
and c:olol'sl 
Sizes :s to 10 
Widl&s 
AAAio C 
Oh Professor!-the worst jokes of all 
the best instructors. 
Doubles the Life 
of Wood 
Pick your Spring shoes 
form this stunning 
collection! Fine 
quality Patent ••• 
Gabardine ••• Kid / 
After a'l, Miss Rcinhardt, who could 
be orginal about education? 
First sage: "Criticism is like Socko!" 
Second sage: "How is that?" 
First sage: "Someone sti'cks out his 
chin; the critic socks; and then the 
fellow says, 'Oh' ." 
Our fee for collections is 10 per cent, 
Miss Booth. The amount due us from 
the Roy Wilson account is 18 cents. 
Kindly remit. 
After all, bad weather was about the 
Campbell's Shoe Shop 
TAPS 35c and 50c Installed 
We Specialize in High Class 
Shoe Repairing 
PHONE 609 
Just South of the Sqttare 
on 7th Street 
PHONE 85 
Andrews Lumber & Mill Co. 
And your first thought is·-new clothes. Fresh new frocks 
to pep np your j3.ded wRrdrobe ... hats to give a new l':J.ft 
to your personality. You'll want ev-erything in our s~op 
when you see our thrilling collection of advance sprmg 
styles. 
MARGARET'S DRESS SHOP 
One Square North of Campus 1309 l<'ourth Street 
... Calfskin ... high 
or low-heeled in 
BLACK, BLUE, 
GREY, BROWN 
••• the cream of 
shoe fashions! 
Genuine Good· 
yeal' Well Spol'l 
OXFORDS 
Of Swagger Buck $2 4 5 .in many smart styles and new Spring colors! 
A & G SHOE MART 
SMARTEST STYLES GREATEST VALUES 
Page Six 
Eastern Closes. Campaign With 
Sntashing Win Over Southern 
----- ··~-------------------------------
Hits Scoring Stride 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
PANTHERGRAMS 
- By SIR LANTZELOT--
Contributed by Charles Austin 
Tuesday, February 25, 1936 
Vikings, Flyers Reach Finals 
Of IM Basketball T ournantent 
Eastern Closes Season Eastern Staves Off Late-Game Rally to Defeat Title Contend-
ing Maroon Squad; Final Game 
of Season. I 
Intramural round robin play c~osed Winds Up Campaign with Record of 
last week with the Gilbert Boys and Eleven Lost, Seven Won; Indiana 
I 
the Flying Dutchmen in a tie for first 
CURRY TOPS SCORERS place. In the play-off the Dutchies 
won by a three-point margin. In the 
I elimination tournament which followed 
tl:le Dutchmen lost their first game to 
the Fidelis, while the Lair defeated the 
Gilbert Boys. In the semi-fina~s the 
Flyers put on a torrid finish to tie the 
Lair in the regulation game and then 
go on to win in an overtime. In the 
Teams Are Worst Menace. GAMES ARE CLOSE 
Eastern completed its season wlth a (By Bercaw O'Hair '36) 
record of two victories and six de- Vikings and Flyers won their way 
feats . The P anthexs stand thirteenth .to the finals of the elimination tourney 
in the conference, although their po- for the ten intramural basketball teams 
sition probab~y will be altered by out- and played the championship game last 
comes of games this week. EI's per- night. 
centage mark was .280. 
Successfully staving off a late game 
rally, Eastern State closed its 1935-
36 basketball season resplendently 
here Thursday night by whipping 
Southern State Teachers college of 
Cail'bondale by a 33-31 score. Victory 
had a triple significance for the lo-
cals. It meant an early defeat at the 
hands of the Maroons had been 
avenged; that Southern could forget 
its hopes for a conference champion-
ship; that Eastern could have the 
satisfaction of starting and closing 
the season with victories. 
I 
other game a last second goal by Mc-
Clure gave the Vikings victory over For the entire season Eastern lost 
Fideli.s. The Vikings and the Flyers 11 and won seven. In addition to its 
S ensational victories in the quarter-
and semi-final rounds Saturday allow-
ed these two teams to reach the fin-
als. played off for the tournament title. I confere~ce record, EI lost two games 
With all these facts we are ready to to Ind1ana Central Normal, two to In the quarter finals Saturday aft-
Defeat was a bitter blow to the 
Maroons. They were in second place 
for Little Nineteen title honors, se-
cure with six victories and one de-
feat. Eastern definitely eliminated 
them from title consideration. In 
addition, the Sinoos had lost only 
two games this season prior to the 
Panther encounter. 
Okey Honefinger, forward on the 
F~yers intramural team which was a 
flnalist in the elimination tourney, 
scored 45 points in three games played 
last week. His 15-point average per 
game placed him among expert basket-
getters in this tourney. 
TC High Ca,gers Bow 
To Northside Rivals 
By 22 to 18 Margin The locals achieved victory through 
a nicely balanced attack ~ the first 
half. Shaw, Joe Curry, and Tedrick 
kept the locals far in front with a TC High lost its first chance in 
steady basket attack. At half time four years to gain the city cham-
the locals boasted an 18-11 lead. Car- pionship by losing the second game of 
bondale, handicapped as ever by the the annual series to Charleston's 
small gym, couldn't assimilate an ef- Trojans in the Northside gymnasium 
fective attack. Wednesday night by a 22-18 score. 
The game tightened as the second Charleston proved stronger in the 
half progressed. The Southerners second half. 
whittled away at Eastern's lead and TC held a 7-3 first quarter lead, but 
with five minutes to play were three could not boast that distinction at 
points out of the lead, 28-25. The lo- any later stage of the game. Char-
cals rallied briefly as Holmes - star leston hit its best scoring stride in 
of the second half - and Brown the second quarter to gain a 12-10 
chucked in baskets. Carbondale came half-time advantage. Play was ex-
back with a three basket attack that ceedingly c:!.ose in the third quarter, 
almost spelled defe~t for EI. For- Charleston maintaining a hard-won 
tunately, the locals pinched off the 17-16 lead. Telling baskets by Paul 
Sinoos' rally with one minute to go. Henry midway in the fourth quarter 
present our intramural all-stars: 
First Team 
Forward - Bolerjack - Panther 
Lair. 
Forward - Linder - Flying Dutch-
men. 
Center - McClure - Vikings. 
Guard - Honefinger - Flyers. 
Guard - Ridey - Vikings. 
Second Team 
Forward - George Buck - Fide1is. 
Forward- Carlock- Newts Hungry 
Five. 
Center- Weekley- Gilbert Boys. 
Guard - Pulliam - Dark Horses. 
Guard - Kessinger - Gilbert Boys. 
Yes, Il:inois Wesleyan, we're 
sorry'. We knew that you had a 
clean slate for the season. How-
ever, we thought that either St. 
Viator or State Normal would make 
us correct. If you get past Mil!lkin 
tonight YOllt can have the cham-
pionship· as far as we, or the world, 
are concerned. 
Jake Tedrick, Chotcy Shaw, Os-
mond Brown, and J ack Austin have 
donned their EI basketball suits for 
the last time. R ing down the curtain 
and give the boys a hand. 
The game was free of foul penalties, gave Charleston victory. -----
not so much because they weren't The Trojans thus avenged a 22-14 Wasn't that a swellt way to end 
committed but because the teams were I lacing handed them by TC on the lo- the season, Coach Angus? That 
allowed to play a rough style of game. cal floor early in the season. The glorious victory erased all our bad 
game reeked with exciting plays and memories. 
Eastern (33)- FG. 
Cun·y, f . ............. ........ .. ..... 6 
Holmes, f ......................... 3 
Brown, c ........................... ! 
Shaw, g ............. ................ 2 
Tedrick, g ................. .. ...... ! 
McConnell, g ................... 0 
Totals ............................ 13 
Southern (31)- FG. 
Lucas, f .......................... ... 3 
Corzine. f . ... .. ............ .. ..... 0 
Fl1lton, f ........................... 0 
Parsons, f. ........................ 0 
Gardner, f ......................... ! 
Demster, c. . ....................... 0 
Broadway, c. .. .................. 2 
Emery, g ................... ........ 3 
Edwards, g ........................ ,3 
FT. 
1 
1 
0 
2 
3 
0 
7 
FT. 
1 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
3 
1 
Totals · ............................ 12 7 
Referee--Young (Bloomington). 
Umpire~acquin (Champaign). 
----EISTC:-----
Flying Dutchmen 
PF. critical stages. A large crowd cheer- -----
1 ed as in days of old as the tide of 11 Here comes our last all-star team. 
3 battle changed incessantly. This one is composed of Eastern's op-
1 Baker's eight points were best in ponents. If you disagree with us, send 
2 the TC column. a self-addressed envelope and we will 
4 ElsTc tell you why we chose them. 
0 TC H • h Athl t First team - forwards, Englehart Ig e es (Indiana Central Normal) and Wood 
11 Honored at Party I (Macomb); center, Raudebush (Indt-
---- ana Central Normal) ; guards, Emery P~ TC High's GAA gave a Leap Year (Carbondale) and Burton (Indiana 
0 party in honor of the athletic heroes State)· I 
1 of their school Monday night. Re- 1 Second Team - forwards, Banning 
1 freshments were served in the Little <S.parks) and B~rton (Normal); center, 
1 Campus and entertainment was held 1 Miklozek (Indiana State) ; guards, 
0 in the main building afterwards. Betourne (St. Viator) and Barcliff 
0 Elght special guests from the faculty (Macomb) . 
1 and about 40 boys and girls of the ---EisTc----
1 school enjoyed the novel evening. Patronize our News· advertisers! 
Committee chairman were: foods, 
·1 Helen Gaiser; program, Mildred 
Baker; invitations, Helen Lippin-
cott; decorations, Laveta Pinnell. 
---EISTC----
GRADS COACH 'WINNERS 
Shoe Repairing Neatly Done 
BRADING'S 
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP 
Phone 173 
Win Tourney Title G. M. Hampton and Harland Baird I 
continue to show mettle at Alexander I •----------------~ 
North of Square on 7th St. 
The Flying Dutchmen won the Graham junior high school of Char- ~ 
round-robin intramural ·tourney which lotte, N. C. These boys, both of Char-
ended Monday night, February 17. leston and graduates of Eastern have 
They whipped the Gilbert Boys by a 27 now added the basketball champion-
to 24 score. The Dutchies rallied in ship of the city to their list. 
the final quarter to gain victory. T he I Baird, football coach assisted by 
Gilbert Boys were ahead at the end Hampton, won the grid championship 
of the third period, 20 to 14. and now Hampton, assisted by Baird, I 
has piloted the basketball .team to a I 
championship by beating Tech, 40 to I ---EISTC----HEAR CONCERT TUESDAY 
7. 
A Subject for 
Much Thought 
to the college student, is something 
to eat. If you think first of Wer-
den's Grocery you will make an A. 
WERDEN GROC. 
South Side Square 
A number of Charleston people at-
tended the St. Louis Symphony Con-
cert given as a number on the Star 
Course entertainment at the U. of I., 
Tuesday eveniD,g. Included in the 
group were: Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Wec-
kel, Mr. and Mrs. Harris E. Phipps, 
Miss Mary E. Thompson, Miss Ana.bel 
Thomson, Miss Florence Litchfield, 
Miss Ethel I. Hanson, Mary Elizabeth 
Inman, Jean Widger, and Daniel Mor-
gan. 
Charleston Cleaners and Dyers 
BYRON MILLER, Proprietor 
ALTERATIONS PHONE 404 REPAIR.ING 
. 
Ind.!.ana State, one to Southwestern C'rnoon Fidelis whipped Parkas by a 27 
College of Emporia, Kansas; b!roke to 17 score. Fidelis led at the end of 
even in two games with Sparks; whip- the first quarter 5 to 2; at half-time, 
ped Rose Poly twice, and Oak~and 12 to 3; at the end of the third pe-
City once. They wound up with a riod, 16-11. Henderson led •the attack 
mark of .388 for the year. with 10 points. 
Scoring Honors for 
Intramural Tourney 
Are Won by Linder 
Scoring an even 100 points, James 
Linder won the individual scoring 
championship for the regular season of 
intramural basketball play. Linder 
plays with the Flying Dutchmen, 
champions of the league. In second 
place was Verne Owens, Dark Horses, 
with 89 points. McClure of the Vik-
ings snared third place with a total of 
66 points. 
Other leaders were: Adair, Vikings, 
65 points; Honefinger, Flyers, 61 points; 
Weekley, Gilbert Boys, 57 points; Kes-
singer, Gilbert Boys, 51 points; Staff, 
Newt's Hungry Five, 41 poi.nJts. 
----EI8TC----
The Vikings turned back the Re-
publicans, 28 to 15. Adair and McClure 
each had six baskets for the victors. 
The Flyers eliminated the stubborn 
Panther Lair five, 30-27. The Lair was 
ahead at the end of the third quarter, 
22-11, but Honefinger led a rally that 
produced victory. This was the semi-
final game for the Flyers. 
In the other bracket Fidelis and the 
Vikings clashed for semi-finals honors. 
It was a close battle all the way, with 
Fidelis staging a rally late in the 
game to tie 1the score. 
McClure earned hero honors when 
he sunk a basket in the last three sec-
onds of play that gave his team a 25-
23 triumph. He had 12 points for the 
game, while Carruthers was best for 
Fidelis with eight points. 
----EISTC:-----
When planning your purchases, 
read the News ads for guidance. 
Illinois Wesleyan I 1 
Holds Top Position It Pays ~to Look Well 
its I Illinois Wesleyan maintained 
leadership in the Little Nineteen with 
victories over State Normal and 
Eureka last week. The Methodists now 
have a record of eleven victories as 
against no defeats. Macomb, defending 
state champ, is close behind with 10 
victories and only one defeat. 
A good hair cut .iust doesn't happen 
-it is the resu t of long experience 
and careful attention. You can get 
that kind of service at the 
HOLMES BARBER 
SHOP 
Southwest Corner of Square 
A. G. FROMMEL 
A Full Line of Hat·dware, Paints, Dishes, Kitchen Utensils, Tools, 
Outlery and Sporting Goods 
We Also Repair Suitcases, Bags, Trunks and All Leather Goods 
"See Us Before You Buy'' 
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE PHONE 492 
Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store 
WELCOM'ES YOU! 
You 'll be surprised at the large stocks and the quality we 
have. Ev,ery item of high grade and guaranteed to be satis-
factory. Everything for the girl. 
HOSIERY 
UNDERWEAR 
DRESS GOODS 
HATS 
COATS 
DRESSES 
SPORTS WEAR 
MUSIC 
OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render service 
at all times. Expert operator. 
ALEXANDER'.S 
Utterback's Business College 
:MATTOON, ILLINOIS 
Short, thorough and intensive training for office work. Special courses 
for SCHOOL TEACHERS. Day and Night School. 
Tuition Reasonable 
TELEPHONE BLDG. PHONE 248 
'' Proved By the Past-Improved for the Future'' If It's Less Than an Eight, It's Out of Date 
McARTHUR MOTOR SALES 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS PHONE 666 
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Favorites Beaten In Early Rounds of Second 
lntra:mural T ourna:ment; Close Scores Noted 
Fidelis Turns Back Flying Dutch- I 
men, Champions of Round 
Robin Tourney; Gilbert Boys 
Bow Before Lair Five. 
COMMITTEES NAMED 
FOR AMATEUR NITE 
TO BE HELD APRIL 1 
• 
Panthers Batter 
Rose Poly Quint 
For Easy Victory 
Donald Cavins, president of the 
(By Bercaw O'Hair '36) junior class, last week named a Following swiftly on ·the heels of the Eastern made its third trip into 
play-off game for intramural basket- committee to make preliminary Indiana Tuesday night and for the 
arrangements for Eastern's first f' t t' th' t d 'th ball tourney honors, another tourney, rrs 1me 1s season re urne w1 
of the elimination variety, was launch- authentic Amateur N~ght, to be a victory. Rose Po:y of Terre Haute 
preEented on April 1. It will be th · t· b 44 14 ed Tuesday. Manager John Ritchie ar- was e VIC 1m Y a - score. 
an all-school event in which all 
ranged schedules for both tournaments. Chotcy Shaw was the big gun-or 
students with desire and abilLty In the opening games favorites cop- rather the machine gun-in Eastern's to perform before a group are in-ped honors. The Flyers bowled over attack. He scored 17 points and had, 
vited to participate. Those wish-Newt's Hungry Five by a 20-15 score. as one of the Terre Haute news-ing to have an audition may turn Honefinger was high point man with paper scribes put it, "one of those their names in to Mr. Cavins. 12 points. There was nothing out- nights when nearly every toss goes The committee is composed of 
standing about the game. through." He scored seven baskets, the following: Kathryn Walker, 
Gilbert Boys Beat Frat Boys Donna Smith, Gwendolyn Oliver, three of which ca,me soon after the 
The Gilbert Boys were able to de- Walton Morris, Alice Reynolds, opening whistle sounded. Charles-
feat the Phi Sigma Epsilon five by a Thomas Petty and Hiram F. ton compiled an amazing shot aver-
28 to 8 scor·e. The GHbertmen were Thut, class adviser. age during the first period, making 
paced in scoring by Weekley who gar- j good ten times on 14 attempts from 
nered 10 points; Brian of the Phi Sigs +---------------• the field. The Engineers of Rose 
received four points for top honors. S d T Poly, meanwhile, were having no suc-
Fidelis rallied in tourney play to de- tu ents ake Civil cess whatever, although they were 
feat the Flying Dutchmen, champions Service Examinatior shooting often. They took 43 shots 
of the round-robin tournament, by a during the entire game and con-
21-16 score. The frat team clipped the Six Eastern State students took the nected for only four field goals. 
wings of the Dutchies with a steady government's civil service examination I Shaw wasn't the only active Pan-
attack. The Dutohmen nose-dived in for assistant railway postal clerks at ther from the field; Holmes and 
the final quarter to give Fidelis an Mattoon on February 15. They were: Curry each had four baskets. 
impressive triumph. Henderson was 
high point man for Fidelis with e~ht, John Tunney, Edwin Neal, Charles Phil Brown's Rose cagers trailed 
while Linder shared top honors for the William Garlock, Lloyd McMullen, at the end of the first half by a 23-7 
Dutchies. Dean Gray and Bercaw O'Hair. Fifty- score. 
seven young men, in all, took the test. Vikings Turn on Steam 
The Vikings ran roughshod over the Wlliam Bails, now in training at the 
Titans to win a 39 to 8 victory. The naval air station in Pensacola, Fla., 
Titaris were able to garner only two writes News editors to say that he 
field goals, and four points by the free I would be g~ad to. furnish ir:format~on 
throw route. Clark of the Vikings was to any students mterested m gettmg 
outstanding with 12 points while Mc- J into naval aviation service this sum-
Clure gathered nine. mer. He states that elimination 
In lthe second game of Friday's ses- classes start May 15 at the various re-
sion, the Flyer& defeated the Dark serve bases throughout the country. 
Horses by a 46-31 score. Honefinger Mr. Bails continues: 
was outstanding with 26 points, or "It is expected that 350 cadets will 
better than a basket every two min- be trained this summer. Approxim-
utes. The two teams averaged better atly 500 are in training now. If you 
than 3.2 points per minute of play. hear of any boys who are interested, 
The upset of all upsets came when please tell them to feel free to ask 
the Panther Lair came from behind to any questions." 
defeat the Gilbert Boys, 16-14. The His address is "Class 83-C, Build-
Gilbertmen outclassed and outplayed ing 233, N. A. S.; Pensacola, Florida." 
the Lair during the first three quar- EosTc---
ters. The Lair trailed by a 10 to 2 BRIDGE CLUB ENTERTAINED 
score a.t half time. 
---EISTC---
Colseybur Indicted 
On Serious Counts 
(Continued from page 5) 
Thursday; protests he is handicapped 
by "that ad"). 
Homer Hendricks, 26, all from Paris. 
Sam Taylor, 25 (probable error in 
Mrs. W. P. Hughes, 901 Polk street, 
was hostess ,to the Faculty Wives bridge 
club Tuesday afternoon. At one-
thirty o'clock, a dessert cottrs-e was 
served, after which three tables of 
bridge were in play. Club guests were: 
Mrs. Harry Williams and Mrs. Donald 
A. Rothschild. 
Coach Angus poured plenty of sub-
stitutes into the game,, eleven men 
seeing action. The attack functioned 
satisfactorily regardless of the com-
bination. This was Eastern's second 
victory over the Hoosiers, having 
won on the local floor a fortnight 
ago by a comfortable margin. 
---EISTC- --
COUNTRY LIFE CLUB TO 
ELECT '36-37 OFFICERS 
Officers for the year 1936-37 will be 
elected at the next regular meeting 
of the Country Life club to be held 
on Monday night, March 2. 
Margaret Piper took charge of the 
social meeting held last Monday eve-
ning. Club members participated in 
square dancing and games. Eskimo 
p~es were served during the evening. 
CHARLESTON FRUIT STORE 
PHONE 531 
FRESH FRUITS, VEGETABLES 
DAILY 
statistics) . . 
Mick Spence, 13, three withdrawn I 
since the play. 
LINCOLN INN--EASTERN'S CHOICE 
W. Duey, 10, three unaccepted. 
Mr. Shiley, 12, four by special de-
livery from New York. 
Mr. Alter, 1, from Fern Hall. 
M. Mathas, 37, ('How'm I doin'-) 
Cecil Elam. (Lair cook), 6. 
Mosely, 3 ("I only asked for one, 
God"). 
Bob Holmes, 54, Ha, Ha, Ha, Ha. 
Don Cavins, 33 ¥.! , by tomorrow it'll be 
34. 
Sparky Cullison, 5, origin unknown. 
Prof. Colseybur, 0. 
"Detective" Gumm is reported to 
have discovered the murderer in "Rid-
dle Me This" at the end of the second 
act. 
---EISTc---
Or-der your flowers by telephone. Call 
39. Lee's Flower Shop, 413 Seventh 
street. 
. 
Save THIS Ad! 
THIS AD IS GOOD 
FOR 15c 
-on our high grade 
leather soles for ladies. 
Soles sewed on by the 
LANDIS LOCK STITCH 
method. Longer wear-
greater comfort - ap·-
pearance same as new. 
This offer expires March 15 
The GOLDEN .RULE 
SHOE SHOP 
HOME STYLE COOKING 
SERVICE WITH A SMILE 
FOUNTAIN SERVICE 
GROCERIES AND MEATS 
First Door F.ast of Campus-PHONE 73 
..;.r- , ,.,. ... : . ~ :- ·- - . :- .... - ~ -
D. T. Freeland 
READY FOR SPRING!! 
GAY NEW PRINT FROCKS-
SHEER FROCKS AND SUITS 
Printzess, Eckmoor, Shagmoor, 
Betty Rose, Hirshmaur 
COATS and SUITS 
Bradley Knits 
DOBBS and FISK HATS 
and .all the 
DELIGHTFUL ACCESSORIES 
TO COMPLETE THEM 
• 
Glad to Have Y.ou Come in 
DRESS -WELL SHOPS 
~tylists for W·omen and Misses 
To Be With You, 
Dear Professors 
Page Seven 
Campus Leaders 
Will Be Honored 
Mr. Coleman (looking through The Student Council will be host at 
ponderous tome): "How many com- its second annual Campus Leaders 
mittees in the state senate?" Banquet, Saturday evening, March 14, 
Mr. A.:.ter: "I don't know." in the US Grant Hotel in Mattoon. 
Mr. Coleman: "I know. I've known Invitations will be issued within the 
for the last half hour." next week or ten days to the 50 people 
Mr. Alter : "You tell me and I'll 
know for the next half hour." 
chosen by a faculty-student committee 
as the most outstanding on Eastern's 
campus. 
Mr. Alter: "How many committees The invitations will not be made 
in both houses?" through the New$ this year, but will be 
Mr. Coleman: "I'll tell you in half h , sent Ito each individual. Also, contrary 
an our. " , . to last year's custom, the guests will 
Mr:, Alter: Ill see you m half an not pay for their own tickets. All ex-
hour. • . " , penses will be met by the Student 
Mr. Co_eman. Don t forget. The council. 
(Meeting adjourned for h lf The committee in charge of the book's due in half an hour." I . 
hour.) a an banq~et is headed by Charl.es Brian 
---IEISTC---
Prexy Extends Wise 
Counsel to Colleges 
and mcludes Ella Mae Jackson and 
Louise Ashby. The ente:vtainment com· 
mittee is composed of Donald Cavins, 
Clara Balmer ,and Henry Phipps. 
These committees met Friday after-
Harrisburg, Pa. _ (ACP) _ Gather noon to lay preliminary plans for the 
ye rosebuds while ye may, sums up the 
1 
e~ent. The!' decided upon Ho~ner Rend-
advice to the private colleges of I ncks, presldent. of the Council, as mas-
Ameri:ca just offered by William Pear- ter of ceremomes. 
1 EISTc---SOn To~ ey, president of Alleghany Col-
lege here. Endowments are due to be-
come a rarity on the American scene, 
Patronize our News advertisers! 
he warns. I After that Class-
After that Game-
t\fter that Dance-
"Regardless of the party in power," l 
President Tolley said, "taxes will grow 
steadily higher, the number of great 
estates steadily smal:er and the sur-
plus out of which come the gifts to 
colleges, schools, churches and other in-
stitutions will gradually disappear. 
Enjoy Refreshments at 
The CANDY SHOP 
FREE DRINKS 
The change will not assume alarm-
ing proportions for about a decade he 
Florence Cottingham, Evelyn Keith, 
Dale Haverstock, Eldon Brown 
sai:d. ' East Side Square Phone 27() 
--LINCOLN THEAT 
TODAY (TUES.) & WED.- . ADM. lOc & 25c 
Lionel BARRYMORE Eric LINDEN 
Dudley DIGGS Cecelia PARKER 
in 
e oice of Bugle Ann 
ALSO COMEDY-NEWS SHOWS 2:30-7:00-9:00 
THURSDA Y-Barga.in Day-Feb. 27-Continuous from 2 :30 
lCc to all till5:30; then lOc & 15c 
THE NEW RISING SENSATION 
Jessie MATHEWS 
in 
FIRST A GIRL 
ALSO SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS 
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY-FEB. 28-29--
SEE THE ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDE.NT LINCOLN 
Learn of America's "DEVIL ISLAND" 
PRISONER OF 
SHARK ISLAN'D 
with 
Warner BAXTER-Gloria STUART 
Claude GILLINGWATER-0. P. HEGGIE 
ALSO COMEDY-ACT- SHOW.S 2:30-7:00-9:00 
COMING NEXT SUNDAY-
Eddie CANTOR 
in 
STRIKE ME PINK 
with 
Ethel MERMAN---,Sally EILERS 
Page Eight 
--SUBSCRIBE--
to the 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
'Riddle Me This' Is 
Favorite of Eastern 
Critics, Play-Goers 
Leap Year Hop W ill 
Be Given This Week 
<Continued from Page 3) 
Tuesday, February 25, 1936 
PLAYERS TO MEET FOR 
BUSINESS DISCUSSION 
President Agnes Worland announces 
that the Players will meet Thursday 
SPRING .TERM ISSUES R iotous clowning and superior act- now. night to discuss p!ans for their form-ing by a well-chosen cast received the Jim Clark-I regret .that I won't be 
of the . 
ready stamp of unquaJ.'ified approval able to attend. 
al dance which is to be given March 
20. There wtll also be c:~, .:;hart dis-
cussion of "Riddle Me This," present-
ed here last week. 
from a near:.capacity student audience Joe Snyoder-Just any girl that can 
Tuesday night and a gratifying audi- go 'round and round.' 
ence of faculty and townspeople Wed- Stan Elam-I like vanilla, (Gotta 
I nesday night, attending the Players date). A short play, "For Distinguished 
Service," directed by Mabel Thiel, 
will be presented after the general 
business meeting. 
production presented by the Enter-
tainment Course. 
Subscriptions may be obtained from Business Manager Vin-
(!ent Kelly, in care T. C. News. 
Inspector McKinley (Willard Duey) 
and Kirk (Arthur Spence) as stars of 
the play ably lived u,p to the demands 
made upon them by their difficult 
parts. Director Robert Shiley deserves 
h'igh praise for his selection of other 
cast members as well. 
KEEP POSTED on Eastern with a weekly copy of the News. 
10 ISSUES 75c Daffy exchang·es of wit between In-
spector McKinley and Kirk were high 
points of the production, a notable 
example of the oft-forgotten truism 
that even murder plays are supposed 
to entertain. This one did to the 
fullest. 
Is the News worth 7c an Issue to You? 
Resourceful Scribe Learns 1Easterners 
I 
Are Modest; They're Really Famous 
. · -------------------------------
Fame I WP A P lay Sla ted to 
Be Given in March 
By Aline Claar 
Lt seems that the Hall of 
<Continued from Page n 
Dignified, diffident Edward Foreman 
made a hit with his portrayal of the 
gambler; Josephine Thomas gave him 
noteworthy ass'istance. Don Tolliver 
and Juanita Brown were able actors. 
Lest we forget some of the lesser 
lights, may it be said that all of the 
minor parts were skillfUlly portrayed. 
Even the seldom-seen coppers did 
commendrubJe work. 
Merit of the play itself was almost 
tnough to assure success. Good lines 
and a really clever plot were excellent· 
wearing disguises or going under as- tools for any cast. 
sumed names. We have reached t;hat a source of distress to his overworked Especially clever were the humorous 
should contain the names of more 
Easternites than you would think! We 
are convinced that there are a num-
ber of students at Eastern who are 
conclusion after noticing their names 
in othe Reader's Digest (1910-1914, 1905-
1909) . If you don't believe us, look 
them up for yourself! 
The only Spence we could find was a 
"Grand Old Woman of Australia!" 
Mickey always reminded us of some-
thing! 
There was the name Moreland, the 
author of a poem called "Man." The 
poem was written in 1913. Mary must 
have learned young! 
wife. lines. 
The wife, a pathetic little woman, is To offer adverse criticism of the pro-
found at their homestead, a house duction would require deep searching 
that overlaps the boundary of for minor fallac'ies, which we refuse 
Nevada and California. She remod- to do. 
els the house into· a hotel. The High quality, we say, is that in spite 
Juveni:e lumberman sidesteps the of superficial flaws. 
sheriff by crossing the boundary line It is not amiss to say that produc-
·into California. tions staffs did their finest work of 
Railroad agents, meanwhile, per- recent years. 
suade "Lightnin'" Bill's wife to seek a Stage settings were particularly 
divwce; the vi'llians are brought to good. 
justice and the "Lightnin's'" become (Ed. Note: If you will notice the first 
Taylor Article Is Surprise reconciliated. letter in each paragraph, you will see 
Of course, Morris was there! And, There will be matinee and evening that "Rict.dle Me Th'is" has be.en spelled 
strangely enough, he was the i1Uth.or of performances of this play Monday and ·out, which of course was the name of 
an article, "Practice Makes Perfect." an evening show on Tuesday. the play. The Players wish to extend 
Hersh Cole-All bids will be taken 
under consideration. 
Henry Phipps-Just good looking -
you know--real nice. 
Eldon Brown-! want Henry Phipp's 
girl, too. (See above). 
---EISTC----
GEOGRAPHERS TO MEET 
Frank Cossins-She'll have to 'Qe the President Betty J ane Ewing announ-
a.thletic type because I live a long- ces that there will be a social mreting 
ways-off. of the Geography club this Wednesday 
Wayne NeaJ.-I'm very particular. I evening. She requests that all mem-
do want to go, pleas3. She must be bers attend this meetings, which is the 
bea,utiful. 1 final one of the Winter term. 
Gotncge Buck-Beautiful but dumb! I EosT·e----
Harold Younger-Nicest looking girl MISS McKAy HONORED 
in school. 
Joe Kelly_--M\ hom~-town g~rl. . Miss NathHe McKay, Dean of Worn-
Karl Klem-I m gomg to disappomt 1 en, has been elected to serve on the ex-
every?ne-I have to work. Do I re- j ecutive committee of the Illinois As-
gr·et It, gee. (George Henry looks over sociation of Deans. She will function 
our. shoulder and says he didn't know as a member of the resolutions com-
Klem could work.) mittee. 
'Valter Ca.in-I already have three 
invitations, but I've accepted one! 
--- OE ISTC---
CAMPUS VIEWERS FEAST 
The Campus View girls, with the T. 
E. Gates family, had a combination 
dinner on Sunday, Feb. 16. Decora-
t ions were in keeping with Valentine's 
day. Miss Vivian Metca.lf, former EI 
student and Campus View member, was 
a guest. 
After the Game 
visit the 
KRACKER BOX 
FREE COFFEE 
with every 15c lunch 
Fred Fletcher, Prop. 
Operated by "Bob" and "Ab" 
IBOJ:I 
Royal Typewriters 
Repairing 
E. L. ·CHURCH 
505 No. 22nd Street 
MATTOON ILLINOI:s 
Fletcher's Grocery 
"WE WANT YOUR 
BUSINESS" 
Phone 422 463 Lincoln St. 
Well, he should know! ----EosTc special credit lines to the following: 
A mournful poem called, "Poor Me" J GEOGRAPHERS PETITION "Walter W. Scn.Iggs for his exce~le~1t 
was written by someone named Thorn- F OR LOCAL CHAPTER 1 PICtures appearmg on the buhetm 
as. We couldn't find Duey, so it must ___ board in th.e front hall. Richard W. 
have -been written before he came Twelve members of the Geography Weckel is to be thanked for his music. 
along. club signed a petition Friday which Two Charleston businEss hom:es, Lin-, 
Did you ever notice anything odd pledges desire for affiliation with the der's Clothing Co. and the Dress-Wen 
about John Fanar? The other day, national fraternity, Gamma Theta Up- Shop, deserve our grat1tude.") 
when he was wearing the hair rib- silon. This petition will be sent to 
bon, we knew he wasn't what he ap- national headquarters and an answer 
peared to be. And we found the an- is expected within the next few weeks. 
swer in that old book! He was the 
"Girl Who Wanted to Sing.'' 
Our own Shaw (you know, the one around somewhere. 
on the team) wouldn't betray .to East- Perhaps you have noticed how care-
ern what he thinks of the basketball · fully we have avoided mentioning the 
squad this ·year. Instead, he has put names of the News officials. Tha,t was 
his thoughts on paper as, "Why I Went not ·an accident, my dears; tha.t was 
Into Suffrage Work!" (He can't fool common sense. But we had to look up 
us! We know he meant ".Suffering.'') the name of Andrews to see if ·that 
There was just one Austin. Under gentleman had been hiding something. 
that name .appeared the statement, And it ·seems he certainly has. For I 
"Making a. President." Now they can't there, right before my eyes, was the 
both be presidents. Which do you name of an article written by a man 
think it meant? We wonder. named Andrews. It was called, "Con-
Celebrities Are Listed fessions of a Fakir." (Do you suppose 
Sam Taylor was a surprise. It seems there was a misprint in the last word?) 
that he has written touching stories 
for the Ladies' Home Journal. The 
one which appealed to me was, "Suffer 
the Little Children to Come Unto Me." 
We didn't know he had it in him. Why 
don't you start a kindeTgarten, Sam? 
MARINELLO 
BEAUTY SHOP 
North Side Square 
SPECIALIZING 
Something New .... 
We have added the 
"Machineless - no elec-
tricity - no discomfort" 
permanent waves for 
$4.50. Our regular per-
manents are $2.00-up. 
All beauty work by 
experienced beau-
ticians. 
• 
SPECIAL THIS WEEK 
A theatre ticket will be given 
a,way each day this week to one of 
our beauty parlor patrons. Inquire 
at our shop for full details. 
Has the costume Glenn Cooper 
wears in the famous Spence-Oooper 
dances ever bothered you? We've often 
wondered just who he was supposed to 
be. The Big Book told all when it 
stated, "Enter, the Mayoress." 
w. c. p.:.:::~~~hon• 1500 Gates Beauty Shop •-----------------• ~ 708 Lincoln Phone 165 
Next we came to Watkins (Gladys, 
you know). Under that name was 
the phrase, "Where Silence Sleeps." 
Oh, yeah? 
We were really surprised when we 
came to Harrod. For there was the 
"City of a Mi'llion Hens," So Shirley's 
just one in a million, eh? 
The Clapp in the volume seemed ·to 
be asking a question. "Have We Mis-
laid a Valuable Possession?" Why, we 1 
don't think so. We just saw Don 
M <~tQ S~IC~ ' s i 
Grocery-Market I 
PHONE 71 
Delivery Service 
MODERN R OOMS REASONABLE RATES 
By Day or Week-Newly Deccrated Throughout 
HOTEL LAWES 
Under New Mana.gement 
RENA M . THOMPSON, PROPRIETRESS 
Phone 42-5th & J ackson 
.A. c. 
Groceries and M'eats 
We Carry a Complete Line of 
School Supplies 
Cha.rleston, Ill. 
, __ c_o_R_N_E_R_T_E_N_T_H_A_N_D_L_I_~_c_o_L_N __ .I 
WEAR 
GET INTO 
N ATURALIZERS 
AND GET 
MORE OUT OF LIFE 
How can shoes so glamorous-looking feel 
so good? N aturalizers are fashioned on 
famous Plus-Fit Lasts. These scientific 
lasts, based on the findings of 89,732 
X-Ray studies, conform to the bones witJv. 
in as well as the foot itself. There's a 
Plus-Fit Last for every type of foot-nar-
row ·heel, broad toe, short arch, fallen 
metatarsal or weakened longitudinal arch. 
Most Styles 
I NV: DT'S 
BROWNbiltSHOE STOAE 
BALOU' CHARLESTON B OV SCOUT 
HfbSIERV ILL. SHOES 
Volume IV ·NATIONAL COLLEG E NEWS IN PICTURE AND PARAGRAPH· Jssue 19 
ELAINE ELLIS, 
University of 
Arizona student, ar· 
rives in New York 
to make her Broad· 
way debut as Pearl 
in Tobacco Road. 
STAGE STARS LIGHTEN TRACK TASKS·, Gloria Pierre and Ethel 
Thorsen of· the Follies cast exercised during their &ston stay by pounding 
the board track with Herman Blanchard, &ston University track ace. 
FAR UP IN THE HILLS of Eastern Kentucky, families 
gather at University of Kentucky listening centers to hear 
for the first time news and music from the outside world. 
Ye 'Tpwne Crier Rings In 
A MERICA'S Public Alumnus No. r is Alexander 
Woollcott. As late as his senior year at Hamilton 
College (New York), his brothers. in Theta Delta Chi 
didn't know whether or not they should read him out 
of the club. Brother Alex persisted in wearing a red 
fez about the house. No action was taken, however, 
and in 1909 Woollcott received the blessing of his 
Alma Mater and a Ph.B. degree. 
Although he was a post,graduate one year at 
Columbia, Alex has his fondest words and thoughts 
for Hamilton. In appreciation he received an honorary 
degree in 1924. Dramatic critic for the 'fimes, Herald, 
and World in New York from 1914 to 1928, Woollcott 
has since puttered his way to a fortune as a writer 
and radio star. Pudgy, preferring physical rnertness, 
he once acted on Broadway in a play that required 
little effort beyond keeping from rolling off a divan. 
Yet, in the Great War, he became a sergeant in a 
hospital unit. 
Had Chaucer's Canterbury Pilgrims been recruited 
in this century, they would certainly have taken 
Woollcott along, and some of Chaucer's nimblest tales 
would have begun this way: "Woollcott speaking." 
Original Gay Caballero 
Q HIO UNIVERSITY'S Alumnus No. r is another 
man ~f huge bulk: Frank Crumit, radio network 
singer heard Sunday afternoons from coast to coast. 
A Phi Delta Theta, he once returned for a visit and 
gamely sang two of his 
own songs on a serenade 
program in front of Lind, 
ley Hall. To those who 
asked who Frank Crumit 
was, came the information: 
a jovial undergraduate with 
baseball and football abil, 
ity, he left Ohio U. in 
19r2 to study music in 
Cincinnati. Thence, by 
way of vaudeville, he was 
featured in Broadway shows like Oh Kay, Betty Be 
Good, and N..o, N..o Nanette . 
TALLYING THEIR SCORES, Mavilla Rainey, Bett}' Giffin, 
and Jane Patton pause for the photographer ·during a recent 
match at Butler University. 
RALPH SLEICHER, Amherst College senior, is one of the 
leading collegiate squash racquets players in the eastern 
leagues, and was one of the top,flight players in the recent eastern 
intercolleg,iate tourney. 
. . 
These were shows dedicated to. girls, among them 
a stage star, Julia Sanderson, whom Frank married in 
1927. TQ.ey now co,star on the networks. To Ohio U., 
Frank Crumit, ex'n, has dedicated two songs. The 
Buc~eye Battle Cry of Ohio State is also Frank's work, 
as is Gay Cahallero. The latter is one of those things 
Frank can really deliver. JOSEPHINE, young imperial boa constrictor from the Canal Zone, is proudly put on exhibition by her master Frank Trevor, a Cornell University senior. Josephine shares a room at the seal and serpent house with Trevor. 
. . 
THE FLORAOORA SEXTETTE, relic of the Gay Nineties, is 
brought to life again by Ithaca (N. Y.) College students for 
their revival of 'fhe Streets of N..ew Y or~, Dion Boucicault 's famed 
• Willi .. mellerdrammer." 
C 11186. 1L J • ...._....Tab. Co. 
CAMECS MONEY-BACK OFFER STilL OPEN TO 
COLLEGE SMOKERS! 
YOU'll 
Read Our Invitation to ~u _ 
. d 't find them the mtldest, best 
Smoke 10 fragrant Camels. If youk odn ........ n the package "Yith the 
er smo e ' re'"~ hi 
. flavored cigarettes you ev . e within a month from t s 
· · t us at any um 
rest of the cigarettes tn tt o full urchase price, plus postage. 
d e will refund your P 
date, an w NOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY 
{Signed} R. J. REY WINSTON-SALEM. NORTH CAROUNA 
... We who Inake Ca.niels 
and know Camel's quality 
are confident you'll li~e 
the:m! Ca:mels are :made 
from COSTLIER 
TOBACCOS! · 
STORMS OF COM, 
MENT were aroused 
when The Enchanted Ma.u, 
a satire on American educa .. 
tion, was presented at the 
University of North Caro.-
lina. The climactic com, 
mencement scene is shown 
above, with Bedford Thur .. 
man giving the valedictory 
address, while Paul Green, 
author of the controversial 
vehicle and North Caro.-
lina graduate, is shown at 
the left. 
H IGHTRAPEZE ART, ISTS Wilson Fall and 
Larry Griswold do a double 
on the swing in the Uni, 
versity of Iowa gym. The 
camera caught them just as 
they finished their back 
swing. 
.. pROFESSOR" Norri s, 
Nebraska's famed sena· 
tor, gives Colgate University 
students of government the. 
low,down on the senate from 
the lips of one who knows. 
The students studied irt Wash· 
ington for six weeks. 
FIRE WO R K S 
BATTLES are 
fought by rival Tex, 
as A. and M . Col, 
lege battalions when 
they have some prob, 
lem over which they 
disagree. Here's an 
unusual night photO' 
graph of a recent 
candle skir· 
WAR ON THE ATOM is"' be-
ing declared by Paul Darby, 
Ohio State student, who is shown 
with the apparatus with which he 
and Dr. W. H. Bennett have dis, 
covered negatively charged atoms. 
Their di8covery may lead to the 
smashing of the atom into smaller 
forms. 
ANTI,NEW DEAL Su· 
preme Court Justices were 
hung in effigy at Ames, Iowa, 
following their adverse AAA 
decision. The political prank 
was a11eged to have been the 
work of Iowa State College 
students. 
THE ENGLISH STAR TED IT,, And Coach Rusty Callow (~neeling) of the University of Pennsylvania·· is , 
the first United States coach. to adopt the use of mirrors to 
demonstrate the faults of his crewmen . 
THE TIPOFF of the fast court game which West Point 
· won from the Lehigh cagers by a score of 52 to :VI" 
B UILDING activity on 
QE PAUL UNI~ERSITY. (Chicago) claims Dorothy Gardner as one 
of its outstandmg beauties. 
the University of Okla-
homa campus provides sub-
ject matter for photographs 
for these students in the 
news-picture class being 
conducted by Prof. A. 
Clarence Smith. Okla-
homa is one of the pioneer 
schools training reporters 
in the use of the camera. 
OUTSTANDING EXPERIMENTS in rocket flights are being conducted in ~ew . Mexico 
by Prof. R. H. GOddard of Clark Umvers1ty. 
I/ ANSAS HUNGER MARCHERS were lead 
."'- to the state's capital at Topeka last Saturday 
by Kenneth Born, University of Kansas senior and 
chairman of the United Action Committee. 
RECORDING OF GRADES at the University of Southern California will be speeded by the use of this new photostatic 
machine which will turn out 6,ooo grade cards in less than a day. 
Before the machine was installed it took a dozen clerks several 
weeks to do the same amount of work. 
R UTH WOERNER, outstanding student actress at Upsala 
College (East Orange, N. ].),wi ll open her career on the pro-
fessional stage following her graduation this June. 
No-risk ·offer Wins college s·mokers 
to a bener pipe tobacco! 
I'M A P.A. 
BOOSTER 
TOO! 
. . 
DON'T MiSS 
Tiil: P. A. 
TRIAL OFFER 
"If you've never tried Prince 
Albert, don't miss the special 
trial offer they're making on the 
big2-oz. tin. P. A. is swell," says 
Dick Meigs. P .A.isAmerica's fa-
vorite because it deserves to be! 
TRIAL OFFER FOR COLLEGE. SMOKERS 
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don't find it 
the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the 
pocket tin with the rest of the tobacco in it to us at any time 
within a month from this date, and we will refund full pureha.ae 
price, plus postaae. {Sianed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company 
i>RtNiiE ALii"i{[:;~~;;: 
THE MARVELOUS 
OSTRUCTIVE EAR THQUA:K:ES are duplicated in the lab-
oratory for the first time in history by this new type of shaking 
table developed by Arthur C. Ruge (foreground), Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology research vyorker. 
Machine (capable of 
giving instantaneous analy· 
sis of anything) was created 
by Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute undergraduate 
master-minds for · a stu· 
dent-faculty party. 
APERSONAL APPEARANCE CLINIC, open to freshmen only, is operated by 
home economics students at Ohio Wesleyan University. 
NEW VERSION of Ibsen's The Lady From the Sea 
was pra:duced recently in the Vassar College experi· 
tal theater. The setting was inspired. by Rockwell 
's paintings, and themes from the music of ~ibelius 
woven into the play, 
FIVE CONCERTS were given by the famed Rutgers University gle~ club durmg the tour of the Bermudas 
concluded on February 10. Samuel K. Moore is manager of the organization, while Robert K. Zimmerman is 
its president. 
COACH ·s MALADY BAFFLES DOCTORS, -Suffering from a peculiar ailment, 
numbness in hands and oth.er extrem,ities, Roman L. Speegle (center), University of 
Rochester boxing and swimming mentor, has presented a medical problem which has so 
far baffied all specialists. Despite his handicap, he still turns out winning teams. 
SUCCESSFUL transplanting of the heart of one animal 
into the body of another, long a goal of science, has 
been accomplished by Drs. H. H. Collins and W. H . Wright, 
University of Pittsburgh scientists. They are shown above 
at work on their now successful experiment. 
ARTHUR Hend-
rix, University of 
Miami law student, 
· is considered one of 
the outstanding 
young tennis players 
in the U. S. Here-
recently d efea ted 
Wilmer Allison, an 
upset that caused a 
~eat stir in court 
circles. 
-~ ;" . 
FOR $125, Albert Ellingson, Uni-
versity of Maine sophomore, has 
built this light car powered with a 
motorcycle engine. He rides atop 
the snow drifts when heavier 
hides find roads impassible. 
SEVEN players wait anx-
iously for the ball after 
College of the City of New 
York misses a try for goal in 
the game won by Geneva 
(' .JOllege, :; 2-28. 
HARVARD'S Dramatic 
Club . workers prepare 
the sets for a C!Jrrent produc-
t ion in their newly acquired 
workshop, the old Green Tree 
swimming pool. 
